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esiding in a small, rural town nestled between the
mountain and coastal ranges of Western Oregon, I
find the rivers, woodlands and wildlife inspirational to my
work. I view the forests as the "real world," and it rewards
me with endless wildlife and nature experiences!
From youth until now, my art has been an ever-challenging process of learning and experimenting in a variety
of media. I have taken whatever has come my way, and
struggled with it, learned it and then loved it.
I learned to paint with oils and then tried everything I
came across including murals, fantasy art, scientific work,
pen and ink, clay, wood sculpture, bronze sculpture, jewelry, portraits, graphic art, glass engraving and the mixed
media I use today. I have taken many classes only to feel
limited and let down. I have grown from the desire to create, moved through the struggles of becoming, and have
survived to finally know myself as an artist.
I have shown in Federal, National, and State art shows,
competitions and exhibitions. I have posters sold throughout the U.S., Canada, Mexico and Japan, and prints sold
worldwide.
My art has taught me to trust in my creative intuitiveness. When I see myself grabbing a color, I no longer question it, or even think about it, but trust that I will know
what to do with it.
Art has given me a strength and belief in myself; a
trust of my capabilities deep within me. I am thankful....
~ Karen Pidgeon

“Mystery”

2012
April - “Storm”
July - “Grace”
October - “Question”
January - “Remote”

January 2012

Upcoming
Deadlines
Spring - Feb 15
Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15
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Editorial Perspectives

H

appy New Year to all of our very favorite people...
our readers, contributors, advertisers, subscribers and
donors.
As I write this, I am filled with a deep sadness. My
mother, who has long been my best friend, is in her final
days. She has had a long, good life spanning 96 years, so
my sadness is not for her. She is more than ready to take
the next step on life’s journey. The sadness is for myself...
I will miss her so. I think back over the year, however, and
I can truthfully say that it has been a good one. Even though
my sister, Barbara, and I were more than a little apprehensive about taking over Mama’s full-time care following
multiple TIAs or “mini-strokes,” we worked out a pattern
to our lives. Our brother, Jim, who lives in Portland, came
down as often as he could and provided a huge amount of
moral support for all of us. It was a true campaign of love.
It was a major period of transition for us as well as our
mother. It certainly wasn’t easy but, in the process, we experienced something that proved to be extremely rewarding. We were forced to slow down not only our actual steps
to and from places, but our own normally busy lives, as
well. Life returned to regular meals served at regular times,
fewer trips to town, more time spent at home and a more
organized lifestyle, in general. Of course, it also meant more
trips to doctors’ offices and emergency rooms, monitoring
pills, assisting with showers, playing bingo and taking
drives to the coast or through the countryside. We found
more time to sit and talk and listen – a time to assess where
we are in our lives and how we wanted to spend the time
that remains to us.
During the year, I was asked to take on various new
and interesting projects, but my focus needed to be on my
duties as wife and daughter. I thank our mother for giving
me that opportunity. We are so fortunate to have been able
to spend this past year with her, giving back the tender
loving care she gave to us as children. God Bless you,
Mama!
pe
Happy New Year to All!

Finding
Big
Tree
Signs point the way;
“BIG TREE Next Left”
You drive through
the shadows
of a canopy of giants
looking for the one
they call the BIG one.
No one can find you here.
Nothing can hurt you here.
Dwarfed
by red and green sentinels,
nothing matters
only the crisp coastal air
streaming into your lungs,
on the Northern California morning
screaming into your eyes;
“BIG TREE Ahead”
Ant-like, you turn the corner and
freeze
My God! Not big,
COLOSSAL
beyond scale.
Alive
fifteen hundred years
towering
three hundred feet,
stretching
seventy-feet around.
The signs were wrong.
God lives here.

To learn more about our returning contributors, check out their webpages on
the Groundwaters website at:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com
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~ Demetri Liontos
I'm a Eugene teacher/linguist/sometime writer. I have taught ESL at
Lane Community College for 21 years and am active in the Very
Little Theatre in Eugene (acting/administrating/playwriting). I am
married and live with wife and cat Latte in Southwest Eugene,
sometimes parking our car at the Lorane Post Office to ride our
bikes to Siuslaw Falls on a nice summer's day!

Behind Koosah Falls

Latitudes of Lore
where would we see
as in a dream
the regal and mysterious
Sheba floating by
on a barge to Jerusalem?

in late fall,
in the cold, yellow woods,
crystal pools of pure grace,
where love is deeper
than Cascade forests,
where broken hearts heal,

where would we hear
Modjadji the rain queen
ululate as she leads the dance
to invoke rain
amongst the ancient cycads?

like the tree
that splits the rock
and lives,

In the shadow of Kilimanjaro,
Africa beckons with bony finger.
She spells the coordinates,
the latitudes of lore,
to the ruins of Zimbabwe
and secret elephant graveyards.

deformed,
but lovely.
where you count
regrets like growth
rings in your life,
and forget them.

Africa, enigmatic, with pulse
tuned to the equatorial heartbeat,
hides behind her veils.

where desire is the
awareness of emptiness
that longs for love

~ Delina Greyling
I am a retired dabbler in writing, painting, sculpting, and photography.
I draw my inspiration from the pool of images which reside in
humankind's collective unconscious. I see it in African, Native American,
and Aboriginal art (to name just a few). Geometric designs were all
around me as a child in South Africa, especially the artwork which
women paint on their houses. I love the bold colors, favoring shades of
mauve, turquoise, maroon, sunny yellow, and a gentle earthy red; and
often make use of the metallic luster of gold and copper for its richness
and depth. http://modjadje.blogspot.com/

deeper than jade green rivers,
deeper than the fear of death.
where anonymous passions
distill into hope
of finding it there,
beyond the architecture
of language,
where you follow footprints
behind Koosah Falls,

snowfall in deep woods

above fields of moss,
parapets of stone,
obsidian spires

the only snowflakes were the ones we cut
and the lace pattern made by the sun
passing through the curtains

out of mist-covered
forest dreams,
where you come,

the stars were a trial of fire
between our eyes
and the scent of pine lingered
on our fingertips.

like a poor man,
to the gates of heaven,
with nothing to offer

~ Emily Hart
~ Kevin DeLay
What could be better than a winter afternoon, chill and gray, with a
stack of poetry books?

January 2012
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The Philosopher’s Corner

Artichoke

I

t has happened again, the coming of another year, but
not just any old year. 2012 - the end of the world as we
know it! Who said? Well, it was someone who has studied
the ancient Mayan Calendar stone and according to their
“translation” of the stone’s glyphs, the world somehow
ends on December 21, 2012; I guess I’d better begin to get
my affairs in order.
How do they know it is “the End?” That’s obvious –
they “ran out of stone.” No one has found “Stone Two” –
another “page” of the Mayan Calendar. I don’t know if
there is another page but then again I don’t know that there
isn’t. Hmmmmm
It’s interesting, I think, that so many different cultures
and religions have predicted the End of the World, some
declaring very specific dates that have come and passed.
Hey, remember all the hoopla about the millennium? I don’t
know about you, but I’m still here. There are, however,
those who might suggest that I’m “not quite all here.”
I like the mindset of Steve Jobs who spoke of the wisdom of living each day as if it were one’s last. I have not
really embraced that concept, but it sounds reasonable to
me. I’m going to have to give that some more thought.
Beginning with, perhaps, what would I be doing that I am
not now doing? Some people have created “bucket lists.” I
started one and even accomplished a couple of the things.
Maybe I should start another one, although, if this is to be
my last day, it won’t be a very big bucket. Then again,
perhaps one of the purposes of the bucket is to have enough
therein so that if I am still around tomorrow, I’ll have something meaningful to do. I don’t know though, I’m not much
of a list maker, never have been.
I wonder if maybe that Mayan calendar maker just ran
out of steam, declaring, “Enough already!” and laying aside
his mallet and chisel.
In any event, it is the New Year. Perhaps its coming
would have a deeper impact on me if I embraced it instead
as the New Opportunity and celebrate its coming not with
New Years’ resolutions, but with a daily bucket list, to be
acted on and then refilled each day. I wonder what my life
would be like then? Perhaps it would have more of a Steve
Jobs’ flavor – that of living for the day.
As I do a little mental dance around these ideas inside
my head, perhaps it really is time to get my life in order,
not just because of what a calendar seems to say, because
it simply makes sense to do so. Yes, today could indeed be
my last day, but then again, I may have a few more years
or decades left. In that case, I had better get busy with my
bucket list, maybe I’ll start with one labeled January 2012.
My wish for you is a big bucket, filled with meaningful “things” and both the time and resources to take the
opportunity to accomplish each of your heart’s desires.

Happy New Year!
Jimminy Crickett
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By Dale Dickson

M

any of Pablo Neruda’s works are pleasant analogies
of a good life. He wrote, “The poet’s heart, like all
other hearts, is an interminable artichoke.” When he writes
about an artichoke he compares it to a tender heart, all
dressed up like a warrior.
Our lives can be compared to an artichoke. Think about
that unique vegetable; one has to peel off layers of leaves
in an effort to reach the heart. As we strip the leaves off,
one by one, each one represents a phase or time in our
lives. Some of them we will discard: the mistakes, the heartaches, shedding personal guilt, wishes we hadn’t done
something to harm another. We all have them. If you deny
this fact, just isolate your mind for a short time and think
about it. Do you regret saying something hurtful to a loved
one? Have you made a decision that altered your or
another’s life in a manner you regretted? Many of these
didn’t detrimentally affect our lives, fortunately.
Liken these to leaves we are plucking off the artichoke.
We can discard each one and move on to the next layer of
life. Hopefully we have many leaves representing the better phases of our lives. Each leaf brings pleasant memories which may touch our lives forever; our loves, our
worthy accomplishments, the basics of our lives, the influences we have on others, and so many more, if we take
but a few moments to reflect.
As these leaves are pleasantly removed we finally reach
the heart of the ancient vegetable. Now we have cast off
the unpleasant memorial leaves, but are blessed with the
pleasant memories and hope we can feel the inner peace
as we reach the delightful fruit of our life.

A City Night
I look out my window
at night,
The street lights shine
golden on the
wet pavement.
It is dark, calm and quiet
And I am in tune
like a delicate instrument
and its song
~ Dolly Ruth Smith

Egrets in Late January
From the airplane,
I saw below me white ocean foam
that had leaped from beach to mountains
in a glimmering white path among the trees,
the dream of two artists who viewed their work
as a temporary part of the landscape, disappearing in a
few days
as quickly as it had come.
That was over 30 years ago.
Today ten Great Egrets perch in a large Douglas fir,
white splashes against the deep green boughs.
No need to know the artist or explain the meaning
here.
One flies, neck folded, yellow beak gleaming, black legs
outstretched.
“Look,” I call to the man walking his dog and he pauses
to glance upward.
“Look,” I call to the school children running toward
home from the bus,
“Look, egrets!”
And most stop to gaze and exclaim, catching some of
my excitement.
Shining feathered backs are turned to the west on this
rare, warm afternoon,
and, like remnants of snow on a forested hill, they will
melt away before the sun sets.
~ Susanne Twight-Alexander
Retired recently. Enjoy photography, hiking, biking, playing accordion.

Time Line Tango

Is This Reality
A bright-eyed man
walked wearily in the sand.
Deep in thought,
he pondered the dreamers and the schemers.
As he gazed into the night sky,
a shooting star blazed
its final request,
and the bright-eyed man beseeched
the moonlight,
“How do I live my dreams
when all this reality
demands my time?”
to which the full moon winked
and replied,
“Is this reality,
or does it merely drift
on the mist of dreams
and imagination?”
~ C. Steven Blue

Once Upon a Pirate Ship
Once upon a pirate ship
An adventure I’d never known
My heart was captured at the sight of it
I was obsessed to make it my own.
Once upon a pirate ship
I was swept by the caress of the waves
My heart soared to and fro upon the sea
I wished to never be saved.

Late night call
to the other side of the world
prompts a vision
of the shadow line spilling
darkly around the globe
Black taffeta rustles along the equator …
head high, back arched, with Spanish hauteur
her hand in black satin gloves, with arm outstretched ...
lightly touching the Sun’s, in shimmering gold
as they give themselves completely to the dance,
to the passionate Tango,
gliding as one along the timeline

Once upon a pirate ship
It was a ride I wouldn’t have missed
I rode the waves high and crashed upon the rocks
But I danced and I tasted the unforgettable kiss.
I was once upon a pirate ship
I’ll remember till the day that I die
Romance, excitement; yes, treachery
I gave my heart completely, for my
Pirate ship was a selfish lie.

~ Delina Greyling
~ Debra Heisler Clark
January 2012
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The Treasure Box

Newly Published!

I discovered a beautiful treasure box;
It was unique, sparkling and rare.
It was carved and shaped like no other;
It was special and created with care.

Just Out of Reach
By Lee Darling

I knew if I slowly lifted the lid
There would be a glorious prize.
As I turned the key, the lid creaked;
Something dazzling caught my eye.

A

fter a painful divorce, Jessie Lochwood retreats to
her hometown on the Oregon Coast. Her plans for
a week of quiet reflection are blown apart when she finds
a leather jacket on a lonely beach. A letter in the pocket
swirls her into her past and into a dangerous search for
the missing brother of a childhood chum.
Recovering alcoholic, Jessie comes face-to-face with
ghosts from her past as she pursues a violent, abusive
man and the woman he controls.

Inside this lovely treasure box
Were three incredible stones.
Each was different from the other;
Each had beauty all its own.
I touched each stone in wonder;
Which was most precious, I could never decide.
Who would have known this beautiful box
Had such beauty hidden inside?
Each illuminating jewel was spectacular;
Each glowing brighter than all the stars in the sky.
I placed them gently back in the treasure box.
They intensely grew deeper and brighter with each
passing year that went by.
~ Debra Heisler Clark
When I wrote this poem, it symbolized deep meaning, as most poems
do. As we know, poems mean different things to different people. It
was written from the heart at a very difficult time in my life, but it was
written with love.

This mystery tale brings to life the windy southern coast
of Oregon around Bandon.The characters and mystery
are well drawn and fast-paced. This story shows well
the impact of reputation, the repercussions, and the
uphill battle to prove you’ve changed. Well done!

yellow quilt

—Kelly McCrady, editor

i sit in the wicker chair
on the veranda.
the yellow quilt
made from your old clothes gathered
all last year
covers me like the promise of summer.
leftover popcorn is scattered
for the birds that will come
believing i am asleep
as i wait for warmth
and your return.
~ Emily Hart
8
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New Poetry Form
Here’s a new-to-me form I learned from the Poetry Society of Tennessee
(PST). It’s called a pirouette: It has 10 lines, 5 and 6 identical (except
for punctuation); 6 syllables per line. It need not rhyme. I’ve revised
the rules a bit so most of mine rhyme and I take occasional liberty
with the sayings or phrases in the middle.The little stories pivot around
different meanings of the phrases. ~ Jean Marie Purcell

Defeating Heating
I’m assembling my gear.
Chimney sweeping’s past due.
Causing too much ado,
I’ve misplaced it, I fear,
my own brush for the flue.
My own brush with the flu,
I was cold thru and thru,
sadly lasted a year.
Asked to make my case clear,
Could only croak: a-chew

Winter Rose
The light on a winter rose
Through stained glass windowsHow it lingers so.
Holding the air and balancing the molecules
Of color in its center,
Like the cupped palms of a saint,
With an offer to worship something
Soft and beautiful,
That’s begun knowing it will fall.
When the winter rose does fall,
It relinquishes its petals,
Among the snow,
Emitting an invisible stream of energy.
And if we stand, so still,
Under the ashen sky,
This energy flows quietly into us,
Filling our veins with grace.
And our heartbeat becomes the landscape
Heard, faintly, like the drifting snow,
Above and beyond.

The Proof Was in the Pudding
Stumbling and seeing red,
so drunk I took a snooze
Hoping to find my boozeIt, there at a hundred
proof , was in the pudding!
Proof was in the pudding:
Detectives scrounged around
Almost gave up until
The big bowl took a spill
And then… the gun was found.

This is the gift, this is the intent:
To rise up in the air
And levitate the light
With a steady stream of beauty.
To be lulled and warmed
By a rose,
Glowing in a distant shaft
Of winter sunlight.
Swirling in an orb of color,
Steaming a quiet brew of oxygen,
For the petaled lips of passersby.
~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

My Mother Had Her Haughty Side
I once asked my mother
why it was wrong to cuss,
smoke and drink. I was twelve.
Quite imperiously
she said, “Just isn’t done.”
She said, “Just isn’t done!”
on leave from her rest home,
Alzheimer’s in scant check
She coyly winked and smirked
(and sent back her rare steak.)
And sent her rare steak back

Bridgett Johnson-Elliott is 21. She is a lover of family, nature, and, most
of all, snow. She enjoys writing on-a-whim about the captivating
moments and simple reflections of a day spent in constant wonder of
the world.

~ Jean Marie Purcell
January 2012
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Hatfields, McCoys and Grandpa Deem
By Dale R. Dickson

M

y maternal grandfather, Charles Ezra Deem (18771969) was born and raised in West Virginia. His desire was to become a Methodist minister, so when his father
sold the family farm and divided the proceeds among his
three sons, Grandpa Deem used his share to attend the seminary.
He married Martha Elizabeth Mills (1883-1979) on
January 10, 1902, shortly after he was ordained a Methodist minister and soon he was assigned his first ministry in
Matewan, West Virginia.
The small village of Matewan, nestled in the rugged
mountains lining the Tug River on the border of Kentucky
and West Virginia, is steeped in history. Grandpa Deem loved
to tell stories of his life, and I was eager to hear them. One
of them that I particularly loved was about “Lucky,”
Matewan’s town dog. According to Grandpa, the Tug Valley was so narrow and the hills were so steep, Lucky had to
wag his tail up and down instead of sideways.
Grandpa’s tales about his tenure in Matewan were also
particularly interesting to me because of Matewan’s history.
There were the wars of the coal mining unions against the
mining conglomerates where government troops were
brought in to stop the violence. But, most notably it was the
locale of the celebrated Hatfield and McCoy feud.
The story of the Hatfield & McCoy feud is a combination of love, treachery and, most of all, tragedy.
The first hint of hostility between the Hatfields and
McCoys occurred in the fall of 1878 on the Kentucky side
of the Tug River. This was a time when the Tug Valley was
one of the most remote and isolated valleys in the United
States; there were no railroads, no coal mines, and no villages or towns.
The Hatfield clan lived on the West Virginia side of the
Tug River and the McCoys were from the other side of the
river in Eastern Kentucky. These mountain folks were what
we now consider hillbillies. The two families weren’t especially friendly toward each other, with small skirmishes and
fights frequently occurring over many years.
It is reported that Randolph McCoy accused Floyd
Hatfield of stealing one of his hogs. This was an especially
serious offense, for hogs were very valuable to the farmers
and their economy.
Trouble already existed between the two families when
Randolph McCoy took his complaint to the local judge. A
jury evenly divided among the two clans found in favor of
the Hatfields. This only added to the animosity of the
McCoys.
The McCoys were irritated because their efforts to profit
from the timber so valued in the Tug River Valley ended in
disaster while the Hatfields were financially successful...
and they liked to brag about it.
However Matewan did not exist in 1882, when Ellison
Hatfield, brother of clan leader William Anderson “Devil
Anse” Hatfield, died of gunshot wounds received in an elec-
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tion-day fight in Pike County, Kentucky, with three sons of
Randolph “Ranel” McCoy. Their subsequent killing by the
Hatfields was the real trigger that ignited the feud.
The feud continued for six years across the Tug River
and brought death to an untold number of Hatfields,
McCoys, and their kinsmen.
Finally, cooler heads prevailed and the actual feuding
and killings ceased, even though, in the new village of
Matewan, the clansmen were wary of the others and all carried weapons. Villagers tended to give the clansmen a wide
berth, not wanting to incite any hostilities.
When my grandparents moved into the parsonage, the
feud had been essentially over since 1891, but the leaders
of the involved clans, “Devil Anse” Hatfield and “Ranel”
McCoy were still dominant personalities in the Tug Valley.
Grandpa Deem saw these men from time to time, and some
of their families attended his church services. Not having
lived there for any length of time, he was a little nervous
about the stability of the truce between the families.
One day “Devil Anse” approached him and said, “Parson, my son is going to marry a McCoy girl, and I’d like
you to perform the ceremony.” Grandpa Deem was a little
more than uneasy, imagining that the service could turn into
a resumption of the feud, with a lot of shooting. “Anse”
recognized Grandpa’s silence for what it was and, perhaps
seeing the sweat on his brow, quickly added, “Parson, you
have nothing to worry about. I give you my word that there
will be no trouble. ‘Ranel’ McCoy feels the same way.”
Grandpa believed and trusted him, and scheduled the
wedding ceremony. He hoped his anxiety didn’t show while
he married the couple, but there was no trouble among the
assembled clans. It wasn’t difficult to detect the handguns
beneath the coats of the clansmen. Needless to say, Grandpa
was relieved when the ceremony was over.
Eventually, my grandparents were transferred from
Matewan to another church district before the troubles with
the miners and unions put Matewan in the eyes of the entire
country. But in a small way they were part of the “good old
days” in Matewan.

The Hatfield Family

Aunt Elvie
By Gus Daum

S

he and Ollie moved in next door when I was about ten
or eleven in the summer after fourth grade. All of us
kids called her Aunt Elvie. I don’t think she was kin to any
of us — at least, not to me. But she laughed at how our
tongues got twisted up when we tried to call her Mrs.
Higginbotham, and said, “Just call me Elvie.” I knew what
would happen at my house if I called a grown up by their
first name. We couldn’t call her Miss Elvie either, because
only teachers were called Miss, so she told one of us, “Okay,
Aunt Elvie then”… and we all did from then on.
On the day they moved in, several of the ladies did
their usual with new neighbors. Mom took over a big old
hamburger/green bean casserole and someone else brought
a pie for dessert and a green Jello salad. Aunt Elvie was all
flustered, I guess. Anyway, according to the story that got
told, she said, “Ollie would love the pie, but we are vegetarians. Could you give the casserole dish to someone
else who would enjoy it?” I didn’t know what a vegetarian
was, but Dad told me it’s someone who doesn’t eat meat
and real food. Mom wouldn’t let me have the phone that
night. “I’m using it!” was all she said. All the kids said the
same at their house.
She was a little bitty thing, not much taller than me
getting ready for fifth grade, and she was about half as
wide as any of the moms on our block. I heard my dad say
once to Mom, “She isn’t really very pretty, but she’s kinda
cute.” Mom’s face froze up in a frown like it did once
when I spilled cocoa on my shirt before church one Sunday. She muttered something, I think, about dirty old men
that slobber around after cute young things. But when she
saw me listening, said, “She does have a way about her…
stays home and paints her toenails on the front porch every day.” Mom and most of the other women on our street
worked to earn money.
Things stayed kind of cool for Aunt Elvie with the
grown-ups, but us kids enjoyed having her at home. She
always had a fresh batch of cookies or a glass of lemonade
to share with us. And, she always took the time to talk to
us — not just a “pat-on-the-head” talk, but like she wanted
to know what we thought. It just made matters worse, I
guess, among the women. She was doing what some of
them would have liked to be doing instead of clerking at
the A&P or the bank — or wherever they all went in the
mornings.
The dads seemed to get along okay with Ollie, but I
heard one say that he’s a funny duck. They never looked at
Aunt Elvie when they saw her in the yard, and if she waved
at them, they waved back real quick like they’re surprised
she’s even there. I saw my dad once, just watching her out
of the corner of his eyes, when Mom was close. One time
Mom said, “A woman shouldn’t wear short shorts and
sleeveless tank tops in the front yard where any of the children can see.” Dad agreed real quick.

Things really changed, I think, for the men on the Saturday morning when Ollie was spotted on the front porch
painting Aunt Elvie’s toenails. We all saw it, me and Mom
and Dad. I almost threw up when he blew on her toes to
dry the polish. She stood up and took his hand and kissed
it, right there where we could all see! And they both
laughed like, “Isn’t this fun!” Mom looked at Dad with a
funny gleam in her eye, and got on the phone again.
There was other stuff, too. Whenever she and Ollie
went to the car together, Aunt Elvie always stood beside
her car door just waiting, and Ollie opened the door and
helped her in. He did the same thing when they would
come to the door at the bank, even their own front door. If
Ollie was around when Aunt Elvie came back from grocery shopping, she asked him to help with those heavy
parcels. I had seen her hoist twenty-five pound bags of
fertilizer around like they were nothing when she was doing her basket plantings. But, when Ollie carried in a ten
pound bag of potatoes, she acted like he had just saved her
from a dragon or something — and he strutted like it had
been a tough battle.
I remember how the funny changes began at my house
and others on our block. I never saw any of the men painting toes on the front porch, but my mom started showing
up with polish on her toes, and I never saw her doing any
toe painting. Dad came out one morning with the smell of
nail polish remover on his hands as they walked to the car.
When he held the door open for her, she patted him on the
cheek.
The Higginbotham’s moved away after that one summer but they never quite left, I guess. I went to my first
boy-girl party at Halloween with Tina from down the street.
Dad drove. He sent me to her door to walk her down to the
car. She just stood by the door till I held the door for her.
She smiled at me real pretty.
That summer was almost twenty five years ago.
I went to Mom’s for dinner last week. She fixed a Tofu
and Green bean casserole. Dad asked for seconds and told
her how good it was. I guess it tasted okay.
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I Love a Mystery…
By Jim Burnett

M

y love of the mysterious started with WWII and
what we now call old-time radio. The war certainly
had a mysterious quality to it. Unlike the instantaneous
“as it is happening” news of today, the progress of the
war, reported in print or in newsreels were weekly events.
Even viewing the latest newsreel in the local theater, I was
left wondering what was happening “now.”
Old time radio was the whetstone upon which my
double-edged curiosity was honed. Some of those old time
mystery shows are still the best—shows like “The
Shadow,” “Johnny Dollar,” “The Inner Sanctum,” “Nero
Wolf” and so many more, And yes, who could forget “I
Love A Mystery?” Curled up with my radio under my covers late at night, that was the best of times.
My introduction to things mysterious in print was Thomas B. Costain’s The Silver Chalice, a fictional historical
novel about the mysterious lost chalice. Of course, comic
books played a role too, combining adventure and mystery. My father’s mother was an avid reader and any gift
box from her always contained used books; the first from
her was Wings, based on the 1927 Academy Award silent
movie. Although not a true mystery, being beyond my experience and understanding, it has a mysterious air about
it. Added to the mystery of it, it came to me as a used book
in the early 1950’s and I have not found it referenced anywhere on the Internet... I have a copy of it tucked away
somewhere.
In 1954-1955, I lived in Eureka, California, which was

then the center of a hotbed of mysterious Bigfoot activity.
There were numerous sightings reported in the local newspapers, upheld by silent acknowledgement of the local Native Americans, said to have known about the creatures
for hundreds of years. Reports of the creature living in the
remote Redwoods and around the world fired the imagination, feeding the appetite for the mysterious.
I do love a mystery, ranging from that of solving a crossword puzzle, to a Sherlock Holmes whodunnit, to stories
of alien worlds in distant galaxies, to the evolving science
of how the human mind works. When I feel the need to get
away from it all, getting involved in a good mystery always works. While my appetite for the mysterious centers
today in both non-fictional and fictional historical adventure stories, my taste for mystery has evolved. On the one
hand, I look with eyes of wonder on the ongoing revelation of the stuff of the expanding Universe and, to the sheer
wonder of the creative mind – especially that of writers,
poets and artists.
One of the most fascinating mysteries is how those
little squiggles of ink can be manipulated in so many ways,
like the gold-mine of creative thought represented throughout the pages of Groundwaters. That’s my favorite mystery and I hope it always remains so.
(ps... If you like Old Time Radio like I do, you can listen for free
at http://www.otr.net)

Mountain Tranquillity
Sahalie Falls

around me banks of cloud
mountains rising and creasing ...
wispy fog, the green of pine
and a little stream gurgling
a gentle lullaby

Here in deep mossy green woods
on ancient ancestral grounds now
a tourist-beaten track.
Here where torrents gush unending
and cut the glacial air.
Here among twisted slash and
smooth protozoic rocks
Truth
lies.

the smoggy city
with all its woes
fades into memory.
I enter the cathedral
of mountainside and shade,
of wind-rustled trees
tread lightly, be still ... I’m nestled in an ancient tree
tranquillity has wrapped me in her downy wings
~ Delina Greyling
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~ Demetri Liontos

Dog Whisperer
By Karen Wickham

S

everal years ago, my kids sent my Sweetie some money
and a request, “Get Mom a dog.” I desperately wanted
a dog, but couldn’t bear to buy a replacement for my beloved poodle, Jake, five years deceased. My Partner dutifully went in search for a small, white, curly-haired pooch
and found the only offering in town, just in time for my
birthday. She was not a docile, mellow, hungry-to-please
poodle, but a Bichon – independent, feisty, with an attitude – and, did I mention, untrainable? We took her to
obedience schools but finally gave up. She did, however,
have gifts to give and much to teach us.
In Bhakti’s puppyhood, her favorite game was sneaking outside with her trophies of stray socks or underwear,
to bury them in the garden where they were dug up and
retrieved in the spring. The game was only marginally cute,
definitely irritating.
Her next favorite game was chase – cats, squirrels and
especially, an unlucky chicken, escaped from its small enclosure. Bhakti wildly pursued with intent to kill. We lost
two baby chicks who squeaked through the chicken wire
and succumbed to the Bhakti sport.
My Sweetie is handicapped in the area of social intelligence. Due to a depressed and distant mother, he never
learned how to bond except, with effort, to those few he
cared for. He had little inclination regarding others, especially dogs, who could be described as germ carriers, dirty
and a nuisance.
Bhakti’s primary gift was her uncanny ability to melt
hearts, achieved by insisting on being skin-close, following us from room to room, pleading to be held, staring
intently into our eyes, snuggling her baby-size body in our
arms, insisting on sleeping under the covers, sneaking
kisses and offering her paw to be held. Her chief project
was my Sweet Man who finally could not resist her. They
developed a powerfully-bonded friendship, cuddling most
nights after work. She tenderized and opened his heart.
She was my birthday present, but his dog. How could we
know Bhakti would fully embody her name, a Sanskrit word
meaning “path to God through the heart.”
On most days, Bhakti accompanies My Partner to work
where he manages a program assisting severely mentally
ill, often homeless, persons in crises. Passing a licensure
test for “Therapy Dog” holds no interest for Bhakti, but
snuggling into the arms of a confused, frightened person
in agony is what she does best.
I love my seven chickens and felt sad they had to be
sequestered in a small area to keep them safe from Bhakti.
I wanted them to have free range of our one and a half acre
property. Sweetie, not knowing the limits of a dog’s cog-

nitive ability, set about to make things right. With great
respect and patience, he engaged Bhakti in an adult heartto-heart talk. As I watched, he told her how important it
was for us to have chickens roam the property freely without fear of dogs. He informed her that the chickens were
part of our family, just like her and everyone deserved to
be comfortable here. He explained that chickens were not
to be chased, stalked or bothered in any way. This honest,
serious “conversation” went on for about 20 minutes, both
making eye contact. Bhakti was clearly paying attention. I
thought to myself “How quaint!” but I was hardly optimistic.
Though those chickens came to arrogantly parade under her nose, untrainable Bhakti never chased any of our
seven free range chickens subsequent to that conversation,
three years ago.

Childhood Memories of Powell Road
The rhythms that Guinea hens sing
Watermelons chilled in icy spring
The tease of crabapples and still-green pears
And the distant moos of unmilked cows.
These, and so much more
Like Gillespie’s Corner store
Hold permanent place
In yesterdays’ memories.
The cry of startled pheasant
The sound and smell of places pleasant
A time that seems now so distant
Sweet memories of Lorane.
Long lost lessons told
In schoolhouse now silent and cold
The recollection of innocent times
And unexplored wonders of the
fields.
An evening potluck at the Grange
And vast acreage on which to range
Were that times were still so simple
Building sweet memories for tomorrow.
~ Jim Burnett
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Zen Detective
By John Henry
“

T

he trouble with the rat race is that even if you win,
you’re still a rat.” ~ Lily Tomlin
Chang Zhou was the only China man on the Detroit
Police Department. His fellow cops called him Chang to
his face, and Chop Suey behind his back. Chang kept taking the civil service exams and scoring at the top. He made
Detective after a few years on the force which pleased none
of us. I had been on the force for twenty-six years and made
Detective on a fluke and the political pull of my cousin,
Joey Polanski, who helped get the Irish councilman elected
mayor.
I’m not a genius. I figured I’d do thirty years pounding
a beat and giving out parking tickets. Maybe I’d get lucky
and be one of the cops at the Tigers and Lions games. I do
as I’m told and try not to make a stink. I’m the cop who runs
out for free donuts and coffee and half-price lunches for the
station guys. So I got made a Detective. Inspector O’Reilly’s
been covering for me. He and I started about the same time
and did Mounted Patrol together early on... two old horse
cops. I was assigned to stakeouts and knocking on doors.
I’m a cop who was good at breaking up fights on Friday
night and calling the Sergeant before I gave a rich guy a
ticket for drunk driving. I’m good at covering my butt. But
like I said, I’m not a brain.
I get called into O’Reilly’s office. The Inspector is cracking his knuckles and has that crazy Irish-temper look. He
points to the seat in front of the desk and I take a load off.
He turns to the filthy window and snarls, “You know this
Chop Suey guy?”
I say, “No, only by reputation.”
“Well Stosh, the guy’s an eager beaver. He’s a college
kid in a hurry for promotion. He might be trouble.” I kept
my mouth shut. The Inspector’s telling me stuff I don’t want
to hear and could care less about. He turns to me and says,
“Stosh, you’re one of my guys, right? You know which side
your bread is buttered on, right?” I nod. “OK, here’s what
we’re gonna do. You and Chop Suey are gonna be partners.
I want the inside info on what he’s up to... no surprises, no
embarrassments. You understand Polanski?” I kind of understood.
Two months later, Detective First Class Chang Zhou
and I had gotten a commendation for busting up a drug ring
and had solved two cases that were ancient history. Chang
and me were good together. He took the lead and told me
what to do, but so what? If it works, don’t mess with it. My
muscle and his moxie – let the crooks move across Eight
Mile Road and leave Detroit alone.
Inspector O’Reilly phoned me at home early one Friday
morning. “Yeh Stosh, I’m giving you and the Chink a nowin case to keep you glory boys out of the press. You two
are gonna investigate an arson for the fire boys. Get this
Stosh, no one wants this solved. Your job is to see this case
goes nowhere. Got me?”
I sat along side of my partner while the fire captain and
O’Reilly laid it out. The arson had occurred over a week
ago. It was crude and effective, a lit rag hanging out of a
14
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bottle of gasoline hurled through a window. An apartment
building torched, one infant dead, three old people in the
hospital. But it was over on Hastings, in the Black Bottom.
The fire captain told us the case was ice cold; the Negroes
in the neighborhood wouldn’t cooperate with the fire investigators. He would turn over the case notes from his
boys, but there was really zip to go on. O’Reilly and the
Captain shook hands and the fireman left. The Inspector
frowned at us and said, “So what do we have here?... a case
that bails the fire department out... no biggie. The political
guys downtown told me to take it easy and not stir up crap
among the darkies. They don’t want a race riot over a fire.
It was probably a torching over a woman, or a gambling
debt or some drunk doing something stupid. The culprit is
more than likely back down in Alabama We got one Negro
killing another Negro. No one cares. It’s almost certain that
we’ll never figure it out. So take it easy out there. Don’t
anger the darkies. Sniff around gently and don’t push too
hard. We’re making a showdown there. Do you two get it?
Oh, I want a report on my desk every day on your progress.”
I drove an unmarked patrol car down to Hastings Street
and found the burned-out shell of the apartment building.
Chang had spent the drive-time reading through the
firemen’s case notes. We were sitting in the patrol car. I
was finishing a cigarette and Chang was re-reading a part
of the report.
“Know, Stosh? I think it would be helpful to interview
a few people that the fire guys had some interest in.” He
pointed to a little store-front and said, “Above that store is
a flat where an older couple live. They think they saw a car
with some white guys just before the fire, and ...” Chang
pointed out three other places and told me seven names,
writing them down for me. “If it were me talking to them,
I’d take off my hat and be extra polite. I’d make my voice
soft and try to be very sympathetic about the dead baby and
the hurt people... really make a point of wanting to help
and be patient. And Stosh, no smoking or racial stuff about
their places. I’d try to be a gentleman and a good listener.”
Well, Detective Chang Zhou was always a gentleman,
trying to make nice with these darkies. I didn’t have a clue
what Chop Suey would be up to.
Two hours later I was back in the patrol car and, thank
God, the tires and hub caps were still on it. I smoked a few
more cigarettes and finally Chang showed up. He looked at
me and said, “Stosh, tell me what you heard and saw and
what you feel. Not only about the people you interviewed,
but everything since we’ve been here.”
I don’t get Chop Suey. What I feel? What I saw that
wasn’t with the people I interviewed? I looked over at him
and he was doing his inscrutable Oriental thing. He was
sitting straight up, away from the back of the seat, with his
eyes like slits, staring straight ahead. I’d seen this before.
Chang kind of enters a zone. He doesn’t move, he sits completely still and listens with an intensity that makes the person talking smart, I mean, you say things you don’t really

know or expect to say. You keep talking because he wants
more and more, what color clothes they had on, kitchen
smells, mail on the table, unimportant stuff. He’d asked me
never to smoke, joke or make things up when I gave him a
report. I talked and talked. He held up a hand at one point
and frowned. I thought about what I had said and as his
hand went down, I continued. “I know you said not to smoke,
but the guy was smoking and offered me one and his ashtray was full and the house smelled of smoke.” I took a look
at Chang and then continued. Another hour and I was done.
I was surprised at all the little details I had mentioned.
Chang Zhou smiled. “Let’s go eat, Stosh. Drop yourself
at home for Momma’s cooking and I’ll pick you up after
lunch.”
Two hours later, the wife was waking me from my catnap. My partner was out front and, no, he hadn’t honked.
Chang had moved over to the passenger seat and I got in to
drive. He sat there sitting straight and staring out the front
window. I decided to out-wait him. Ten minutes later, the
wife tapped on the window and asked if we were OK. Chang
shook himself and smiled at my wife. “Drive back to
Hastings, Stosh.”
Chang looked at me and said, “I haven’t any new evidence. I have some directions that might be useful for us to
explore. Excuse me now. I need to center and reflect before
we pursue more informants.”
What the devil did he say? I looked over and he was
sitting like a Buddha again, staring into space or whatever
the devil he did. We arrived and parked. Chang said, “Stosh,
I don’t want to insult you but I have to ask you a very personal question. I have to know if you are my loyal partner, if
I can depend on you? What I want to do now is not for the
Inspector’s report. But it must be between only you and me.
Can I trust you?”
I looked off for a long time and nodded my head “yes.”
“Stosh, a baby was killed in this arson. This is a murder
case. I’d like you to please take the north side of the street.
Find out if the owner lives there and if so, ask him if there
have been any offers to buy his place. If so, when and who.
If the owner is not available, please get the owner’s name
and phone number. Again, no smoking, no hat, respectful
talking, and don’t be in a hurry.”
The sun was setting and I was having another smoke
when Chang got in the passenger’s side of the patrol car. He
sat there so rigid and serious, he scared me. I didn’t wait for
his green light. I talked and talked about going up the street
asking his questions. When I finished reporting, I handed
over my notebook pages to him with names and phone numbers.
We drove back to the station. Chang asked me to write
up the report and slip it on the Inspector’s desk. He left, I
thought, to teach Kung Fu at the Chinese Community Church
which he did every Friday evening. I finished typing the
report which just told of interviewing people in the Hastings
neighborhood without learning anything new.
Inspector O’Reilly came out of the john as I was leaving. He called to me, “Stosh, give me a minute.” I walked
back to his office and he shut the door. “I see your daily
report here. Anything you want to add.” He looked at me
with those Irish brown eyes that burn into you. I shook my

head “no.”
“Ok, Polanski, let me get something crystal clear with
you. You want to make thirty years and retire, you need me
more than Chop Suey. If you don’t play ball with me, you’re
up the creek without a paddle. Screw the old boys’ network
and you screw yourself. Question: can I tell our friends downtown, that there is nothing to worry about? Or do I have to
pull you and the China-man off the arson case?”
I stood there and hated being a dumb-bell. I was between a rock and a hard place with nowhere to hide. “Inspector, I don’t know anymore than I did when I left your
office this morning. I don’t know what Chang knows. The
guy speaks in riddles. I wrote the report saying I didn’t find
out anything new. I wouldn’t lie to you. For what my two
cents are worth; if there is something hidden, I’d want to
team with Chang on the scavenger hunt.” I looked at him
blankly. He pointed to the door.
I walked out in a sweat. I went to Smitty’s Bar and got a
shot and a beer. I threw the shot down and was half-way
into the beer when I called the Chinese Church and asked
for Chang. He had cancelled class. I drove to his apartment
and knocked without luck. It was around midnight when
the cab showed up and there was Chang. I yelled at him and
he came over and sat in the passenger seat of my DeSoto.
He sat rigid again like he was in a trance. I sighed and in a
low voice said, “O’Reilly caught me before I left. I didn’t
say much but he kind of threatened me. I ended up telling
him I don’t know what you found out today. He’s getting
heat from downtown to bury this arson mess. I want you to
trust me because I’d take a bullet for you, but I’m not smart
or clever and I don’t want an early pension.” He got out of
the car. I watched him walk to his apartment building.
In the morning, Chang and I were called into the
Inspector’s office. O’Reilly was livid. We were off the arson case. He had an auto theft that was more important. We
were to get right on the stolen Chrysler Imperial. It didn’t
happen often but Chang drove us. On the front seat was a
copy of the Detroit Times opened to page three. The headlines read, Freeway Route Fires. I read the first paragraph
about an anonymous source informing the reporter that arson and other strong-arm tactics were going on to clear out
Hastings Street to build a new freeway. Chang was definitely in the Inspector’s dog-house. But if Chang could save
a baby from getting killed or people burned up, he could
care less about his career.
Chang drove to Belle Isle, Detroit’s island park off
Jefferson Avenue. He told me we were taking an early lunch.
At nine-thirty in the morning I forced down a chili dog and
hit a bucket of golf balls on the driving range. Chang bought
a bag of popcorn and walked into the woods to feed the
wild deer. Chang woke me up when he got back in the
passenger’s seat around noon. He smiled and said, “Now
on to something really important.” I drove off the island,
heading toward the St. Antoine Hotel and the wealthy owner
of the stolen luxury car.
I am retired. I have a B.S and M.S. in Education and taught school in Michigan
and Oregon. I have also driven a truck, trained adults with disabilities, and
worked at many other types of jobs. I have written memoirs, short stories and
non-fiction for several years. I have been in the writers’ group at the Campbell
Center for over two years and have enjoyed your magazine
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Cats’ Games
By Shelly Grogan

I

n the starry void of space, a ship appeared where no
ship had been mere seconds before. Its front a streamlined tip, widening to a rounded back, it sped through the
star-studded darkness. A long, thin trail of vapor strung out
behind it like a tail.
Inside the ship, three crewmen – Captain Mike Hughes,
Sergeant William MacFarlane and Private Chip McCormick
– turned dials and pressed buttons.
“That was one of the smoothest jumps we’ve had,” Mike
smiled. “They have this hyperspace down to a science, now.”
He chuckled and looked back at his younger comrades.
“When I was your age, Chip, it was rough-going.”
Chip, a bit shaken and pale, nodded. He didn’t find hyperspace smooth at all. He hated space – everything about
it. The only thing he liked about stars was staring at them
while lying on his back in a grassy field back at his family’s
farm on Earth.
“Where are we, Cap?” William asked.
Mike looked back at his control panel. “Unexplored
quadrant. Looks like a probe has been here before us.” He
pressed some buttons. “That’s lucky.”
The probes had been sent out from Earth, zapped into
hyperspace, tossed through some black holes and scattered
throughout the universe. If one of the space force explorers
happened to end up in a galaxy where one of the probes had
gone, all readouts of planets, stars and other pertinent information showed up on the screen.
“Three planets.” Mike scanned the information. “Apparently, they had a star much like our sun, but it went supernova a long time ago, leaving the planets cold and lifeless. They’re solid. That’s good news.”
“Good news?” Chip, fresh out of the academy, was still
only beginning to grasp the reason for these explorations.
“We can anchor one of our atmosphere bubbles on them
and create a whole new world.”
“Gotta love technology.” William settled
back and laced his fingers behind his head.
“We can make our own air, sun, water –
everything a thriving world needs for survival.”
Chip shook his head. “It’s not as
good as the real thing. Give me a sunny
day on planet Earth, anytime.”
William rolled his eyes and looked at
Mike. “Out of all the rookies, we had to
get stuck with the farmer boy.” He looked
at Chip. “Don’t worry, kiddo. As soon as
you complete your required four years of
service, you’ll be able to go home. You
farmers are a dying breed, you know.”
“Without farmers, you’d have nothing to

eat,” Chip snapped.
“Don’t you country kids know anything? We have our
solar farms nearly perfected. Up in the far reaches of space,
we’ll be growing bigger and better plants tended by robot
farmers.”
“Biologically altered fruits and vegetables.” Chip made
a face. “They’re not as good or nutritious as the real things.”
“They’ll stop hunger on Earth and prevent it on all the
atmosphere bubbles. Things are changing, Mickey. Get used
to it.”
Chip didn’t like the nickname his crewmates had dubbed
him with. Both older than him and seasoned veterans in the
space force, however, they used it liberally and he was stuck
with it.
It might have been because his ears were big. They stuck
out from under his straight black hair. The name could’ve
come from his sharp features, giving his face a rodent-like
quality. Most likely it came from his last name, McCormick.
Whatever it was, he didn’t like it.
There was something else he didn’t like.
“Captain,” he said. “Is there any other information about
this galaxy?”
“Readouts of the atmosphere on the planets. A little bit
of information about some of the stars. All too technological to get into, right now.”
Chip read between the lines on that one.
All too technological for a country hick like you to understand.
“Why do you ask?” William asked him.
“I don’t know,” Chip glanced out the front window at
the stars. “I get a bad feeling about this place.”
“What sort of feeling?”
“I have the feeling that we’re being watched.”
Mike and William laughed loud and hearty. Chip crossed
his arms and glowered at them, “I’m serious.”
“Mickey, there are no such things as
aliens,” Mike explained. His words were
slow and enunciated clearly. His whole demeanor made Chip feel like an idiot. “I’ve
been exploring galaxies for the past ten
years; Mac has been at it for seven.
Seems if there were little green men, we
would’ve run into them by now.”
“I’m not talking about aliens.” Chip
didn’t have words to describe his feeling. It confused him. He’d never felt like
this before. “It… it feels like…I don’t
know.”
“You’re not making sense.” William
rose to his feet. “However, to settle your
fears, I’ll go out and take a look around.”
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Mike laughed. “Looking for an excuse to take a stroll?”
“That’s right.” William disappeared behind the door as
it slid closed.
Chip looked out a side window. After several minutes,
William, bulky in his atmo-suit, floated by. He waved at the
ship. Chip didn’t bother waving back. William wasn’t able
to see him through the one-way glass of the windows.
“You should go out,” Mike told Chip. “It’ll make you
feel better.”
“No way.” Chip looked back at his control board.
“Nothing to be afraid of. The atmo-suits have a warning light if they have so much as a tear or a leak in them.
Not that you have to worry about that. Yours is still brand
new. The tether line is completely unbreakable and tested
for its anchor to the ship and the suit every time we go back
to the base. You said yourself that you like to be outside.”
“Outside in the fresh air,” Chip clarified. “In the atmosuit, I’ll be breathing canned oxygen. It’s as bad as being
inside. Besides, I like being in the sun.”
“Sorry. This one burned out.”
Chip rolled his eyes.
As if that would make a difference out here.
A half-hour later, William returned. He swaggered to
his chair and sat down. “Nothing out there but stars, Mickey.”
He grinned at Chip. “Still got that feeling?”
“Yes,” instead of dissipating, it had only grown stronger while he’d been watching William frolicking outside
the ship on the end of his leash. “I think I know what it is.”
Mike, who’d been jotting down some notes in his travel
journal, swiveled his chair to face Chip.
William perked up. “Spit it out, man. I’m all ears.”
“Back on the farm, we had cats, lots of cats.”
William leaned back in his chair with a groan. “Oh great,
another farm story.”
“It’s short,” Chip assured him. “The cats were barn cats.
We didn’t feed them.”
“Cruelty to animals,” Mike told William. “Write him
up.”
“Forget it.” Chip crossed his arms. Turning his back on
the older men, he swiveled his chair to face the window.
“Hey, man, we’re sorry,” William said. “C’mon, tell us.”
“Yeah. We won’t tease you anymore. At least, not until
you’re done with the story,” Mike promised.
Chip swiveled back around. “We didn’t need to feed
the cats because they caught the rats and mice in the barn
and fields. One cat was an excellent hunter. I was watching
him in the barn, one day. A little mouse was nibbling on
some grain that had fallen out of the bin. The cat came up
silently behind… slowly stalking. The mouse, nervous, continued to eat. Its little whiskers twitched, but although it
sensed danger, it didn’t see the cat – not until the cat made
its move. The mouse tried to run, but it was futile. The cat
pounced.”
“Yum,” William grinned at Mike. “Dinner. Got any mice
in the fridge? I have a hankerin’ for a big fat juicy one.” He

looked at Chip. “That’s what you farm folk say, isn’t it?
Hankerin’?”
Chip chose not to honor that remark with a reply.
“Nice cat story, Mickey,” Mike said. “But what does
that have to do with your feeling?”
“I feel like there’s danger creeping up silently behind
us. Slowly stalking.”
“I told you, there’s nothing,” William said with exasperation. “I looked everywhere.”
“I don’t think it’s something out there.” Even as he said
the words, Chip realized how ridiculous they sounded. “It…
I think it’s the galaxy itself.”
Mike and William guffawed. They laughed heartily and
slapped their thighs.
“The galaxy?” William howled. “Now doesn’t that beat
all!”
Mike calmed down. “A galaxy is a bunch of planets,
stars and other heavenly bodies. No cats, Mickey. There
isn’t even a constellation in the shape of cat. Not out here.”
His face warming up considerably, Chip looked back at
the control panel. Mike was absolutely right. Both he and
William had a right to laugh. However, Chip couldn’t shake
the feeling.
“We need to zip around the area,” Mike informed William and Chip. “Map it out, report its size, find out which
planets we can use and collect more readouts from the
probe.”
“At least we don’t have to do all that nitty-gritty information gathering ourselves,” William muttered. “Great timesaving devices, those probes.”
“If all goes well, within a couple of days, we can radio
Earth, tell them this place is perfect for colonization, then
hyperspace somewhere else.”
“The sooner the better,” Chip grumbled.
With the probe doing all the legwork, the crewmen were
only required to mark down coordinates and pinpoint planets and particularly noteworthy stars. Using computer star
charts, printed up and revised by the probe, they were able
to find out exactly where in the universe the galaxy was. All
of the information was automatically transmitted back to
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Earth.
Chip did his work willingly, but the feeling of danger
didn’t go away. If anything, it grew stronger. His inner agitation took on physical aspects – shaky hands, loss of appetite, lack of sleep. Mike and William were starting to grow
concerned.
“We’ll be leaving shortly,” Mike told Chip, a few days
later. “Before we go, I want you to do one thing.”
“What’s that?” Chip asked.
“Go outside.”
“What?” Chip panicked. “N-no. I-I can’t. I-I…”
“You need to see that there’s nothing to be afraid of. I
think it’s the effects of being cooped up in this little ship.
You’ve never gone out in an atmo-suit. It’s as close as you’re
going to get to the feeling of freedom. William and I have
gone out several times since we arrived, and nothing happened. It’s relaxing – a perfect stress-reliever. Give it a try.”
William, returning from his time outside, settled down
in his chair. “Cap’s right.” He’d heard the tail-end of the
pep-talk. “C’mon, Mickey. Give it a go.”
Chip slowly rose to his feet. Maybe Mike and William
were right. He wasn’t used to being inside all the time. Of
course, the outside he was used to had to do with farm animals, trees, the blue sky and sunshine. He trudged to the
back of the ship. The atmo-suits hung neatly on their pegs.
Chip knew how to put his on and hook it up to the oxygen. He’d learned it in basic training. Chip sealed the helmet and attached the tether line. Taking a deep breath, he
stepped into the airlock. A puff of air jettisoned him out into
the freedom of space.
A moment of panic at the free-falling lack of control
soon gave way to the thrill of floating through the inky darkness. Careful not to go to the end of his tether line – he
didn’t fully trust it – Chip twirled, somersaulted, and torpedoed alongside the ship with little effort.
Awesome!
Limited to a half-hour of air supply on each outing, he
was allowed to go out as often as he wanted to. He knew
where he’d be taking his breaks from now on.
With the breast-stroke he’d learned in the pond back on
the farm, he sped away from the ship. He closed his eyes to
the feeling. Although he was aware that he was nearing the
end of his line, he didn’t want to stop. He had always been
an avid swimmer, but this… this was incredible.
He expected to feel the jerk of the tether line at any
moment, but it never came. He kept going and going and…
Chip opened his eyes and looked back at the ship. With
dismay he pulled up short. Although he never completely
stopped moving in space, he was able to slow himself considerably. With a slack jaw, he saw the ship, distant, looking like a large mouse with its trail of vapor.
How did I get this far away? Where’s my tether?
He frantically reached for it. It was still attached to his
suit. He pulled on it. To his dismay, it had broken. He opened
his mouth in a silent scream.
Impossible! It’s unbreakable!
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He looked at the end. It hadn’t broken. It had… it had
been sliced. He glanced around.
By what?
Nothing could break the flexible metal of the tether line.
Not even asteroids. It had been tested. There was no known
substance on Earth or in the universe that could sever the
tether line.
Chip looked back at the ship. He could probably swim
toward it, but it was moving fast. He’d never reach it in a
half-hour.
Don’t they realize I’m not attached? Won’t they come
for me?
Frozen with fear, he watched the ship flying further away.
He blinked. What was that?
It wasn’t so much a thing as it was… it looked like the
stars shifted, like a weak magnifying glass had moved over
them, distorting them for an instant. He shook his head.
Now, I’m seeing things.
It had to be stress. It had to…
There it was again. With wide-eyed horror, Chip watched
the stars distort in the shape of a leg and paw and swiftly
move nearer and nearer toward the ship. When it reached
the ship, it continued, but the ship disappeared. Chip blinked.
Hyperspace?
He’d seen ships disappear into hyperspace before. They
kind of shimmered and sparked then disappeared. That
wasn’t what had just happened. It… it simply vanished.
There was no crash, no wreckage, no fire… nothing.
There was something else, though. Chip’s feeling. He
wasn’t being watched anymore. The thing – whatever it was
that had been watching the ship – it’s focus had shifted.
Chip could still feel that his presence caused some discomfort. Dread formed in the pit of Chip’s stomach.
The cats back on the farm. They hadn’t been pampered
pets. Giving a cat a bath was unheard of. Sometimes he’d
watch a cat sit down and lift its back paw to give itself a
good scratching behind its ears or on its neck. With a sick
sinking feeling in his stomach, Chip glanced around uneasily.
If the ship was a mouse, what does that make me? A
flea?

Nebraska Blizzard - 1917

A Letter to Grandpa

By Patty Byers

By Mario
Dear Grandpa Manning.

I

have longed to tell you certain things for many
years, but the time never seemed quite right. So
instead I’m writing you this letter.
In my preteen years you were the shining example
in my life. Your daughter, Josie, my mother, never
ceased praising your many talents and humanitarian
deeds.
Sir, you were the only thing our family and neighbors had for a doctor – you set my eight year-old
brother’s broken arm, lanced a cyst on a lady‘s breast
and tended the sick during the great influenza outbreak of 1918, with nothing more than a bottle of
whiskey. We kids thought you were perfect... Did you
walk on water?
Your oldest son, Clifford, was nothing like you.
He lived only for himself. If it were not for your
legacy, I would be ashamed to be a Manning descendant. However, you can always boast that your grandchildren all turned out to be upstanding men and
women.
Everyone for miles around called you Uncle Charley. Even when we heard you on the radio at the stock
yard, where you went to sell your cattle. The people
at the radio station always addressed you as Uncle
Charley Manning. What a thrill it was to hear my
grandfather being identified as Uncle Charley over
the air.
As I look back on your deeds of derring-do, the
realization hits me that you were probably no more
amiable than anybody else in the neighborhood, but
you were loved by many.
As I ramble on, Grandpa, it occurs to me that some
of Mom’s grandchildren are bank presidents, a scientist, entertainers, preachers and government workers.
I know you would be proud of them – especially the
scientist, I’ve heard that as a child, you were always
testing and tasting things, to learn all you could about
this world in which we live. Watching you in your
later years, I often asked myself, “Why is he doing
the experimenting? Grandpa knows everything there
is to know.” If there was ever a Superman, you were
it, Grandpa. You were awesome.
In closing, let me say that I am proud to be your
grandson and your legacy lives on through my grandchildren – your great grandchildren.
With love and admiration.
Your grandson, Marion

I

t was a cold Nebraska winter, February of 1917, and
Nettie Adcock, with her two small children, undertook
the train journey “out west” from Hastings to Big Springs,
Nebraska. There, her older sister, Mae Mecham, was expecting her first child and Nettie’s help was needed. Mae
and her husband Oliver had waited a long time for this event
and a difficult birth was in store with no doctors available.
They lived 17 miles out of the small town of Big Springs
and their old Model T was not in good shape. At age 35, a
first child was not going to be easy.
Nettie’s son, Merrell, was three and a half years old
and his little sister, Lois, only two, so it was an ambitious
trip, especially considering the time of year and the weather!
However, they all were fine and the baby was born without
incident, although the delivery was very long and arduous
(more than 17 hours in labor). Named Inez Beth, she was
born on February 17th.
After staying to help her sister for more than a month,
Nettie decided to return to Hastings and home. A blizzard
was forecast and Uncle Oliver (known as “Ol”) discussed
the trip to town with his neighbor. Together they agreed
that the neighbor should use his Model T (a touring fourdoor) for the return to Big Springs and the train.
With the “good-byes” tearfully said, the two men, with
Nettie and the children, set out on a stormy trip. The canvas
top for the car had to be lowered, as the winds would rip it
to shreds otherwise. Nettie had a big, old-fashioned buffalo
robe to cover herself and the children, as they huddled in
the back seat.
Lois was happy to remain covered, protected from the
fierce wind and snowfall, but in typical little boy fashion,
Merrell kept popping up to see what was happening! Nettie
said she was kept busy, pushing his head down under the
buffalo robe to avoid the freezing temperatures. After tucking him carefully under the robe, his curiosity would overcome him, and up he would come, looking all around to see
what he might be missing. He must have been like a little
“prairie dog” popping up from his hole to see what the world
was doing! In retrospect, it sounds like a comedy, but for
Nettie it was a nightmare experience!
After hours of difficult travel, they finally arrived in
Big Springs, only to find that the train had been delayed
because of the blizzard. Much to Nettie’s dismay, the men
had to leave as soon as possible to be able to get home
before the storm closed all avenues for their return. It must
have been a hard choice, but they couldn’t leave their own
families alone on those isolated farms during this terrible
blizzard, and so off they went, leaving Nettie and the two
little ones at the train station to await the train back to
Hastings.
The little Adcock family finally made it home safely,
but the snowy trip back to the train station was something
they didn’t want to repeat—except perhaps—for that adventurous little boy, Merrell!
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Norm’s Country Snapshots
Fish On!
By Norm Maxwell

J

une is sturgeon fishing time. You can hunt for the fresh
water giants year round and sometimes you present the
right bait at the right time and place, get lucky and catch a
few; but in June, the sturgeon keg up below the dams and
chow down on mangled shad that have the misfortune of
going through the generator gatewells. There is no precise
date to mark on the calendar but when the shad run going
upstream is high, the water temperature is just so and – if
you’re lucky – the wind isn’t screaming a dreary 30 knots
up the Columbia Gorge, the sturgeon hang in their favorite holes and devour shad.
My friend Marc lives in The Dalles and has fished for
sturgeon and other fish all his life. He knows all the places
to go to catch sturgeon. We try to catch a few whoppers
every summer. You can only keep a few small ones – now
around five feet long – per year. They are very tasty but
the real fun is in boating a ten foot-or-better fish.
The first thing you have to do is to catch some shad
for bait. Shad are bony, narrow fish that somebody imported from the East Coast. A big one might be two feet
long and an inch and a half through the beam. You can
catch them with lead-headed jigs that you raise and lower
off the shallow bottom with a twitch of a light pole.
We used to be able to pick up dead shad floating down
the river. It was easy. You’d spot a gull floating along pecking at something in the water and your bait problems were
over, but now there is a new player in town. Big white
pelicans moved to The Dalles to stay ten years ago and
they are attuned to gulls floating along pecking at the water. Before you can holler “Floater!” at least one pelican
will come gliding down on a two-meter wingspan and land
like a flying boat beside the outraged gull. After folding
his black trimmed wings, the pelican will paddle over and
scoop up the floater in one gulp. “Pel-i-can, pel-i-can, his
beak holds more than his belly can!” So, now, you’d better plan on jigging your own bait.
Marc knows just how to cut a shad into bait that sturgeon can’t resist. I like to stick a big barbless hook through
a shad head and call it good. We like to fish after the keeperquota has been filled. The river is mostly empty and we
can get after the big ones. I kneel on the bow of the boat
and drop the anchor when Marc calls it. He watches the
depth-finder and holds the 25-foot boat in position until
the anchor catches. Once we decide the boat is in the right
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place, we bait up and throw our rigs over the side. Usually
I bring friends, Mike or Linda, with me and Marc just drives
the boat. He has caught many, many sturgeon in his life.
I like to use the “lucky yellow” pole. Marc insists it is
just superstition, but I believe. This past summer, Linda
went to The Dalles with me when the sturgeon were biting. She had caught some small sturgeon before and liked
it. We were sitting in the sun, swapping lies, when a pole
twitched. Marc picked it up and reeled in the slack and
gave it a vigorous tug. “Fish on!” He handed the pole to
Linda who sat down to work the fish. I reeled in and
scrambled up on the bow to cast off the anchor rope. It had
a couple floats tied on so we could find it later. Marc fired
up the motor and instructed Linda to get the fish off the
bottom.

“I’m trying!”
A great white sturgeon, possibly 12 feet long, leaped
out of the water a hundred feet behind the boat. “He
breaches!” I imitated Gregory Peck as Captain Ahab.
Linda’s voice got high and squeaky from adrenaline and
she handed me the pole. I bore down on the hundred pound
test but the fish managed to break it off in the rocks before
we could tow him out to deep water.

Oh well. We were still hot. I recovered the anchor rope
with a gaff hook and we settled back down to fishing. I
boated a seven-footer. We didn’t even cast off the anchor
this time. Marc expertly removed the barbless hook with a
twist of his wrist and a pair of needle nose pliers. The fish
sounded with a flick of his forked tail. His blue gray back
blended with the turbid water in less than a fathom.
I cut the perfect piece of bait out of a shad and tied it
on my outfit with rubber thread. I tossed it over the side
and in a minute or so the lucky yellow pole was bent hard
over and playing-out line. Marc cast off and we pursued
the fish down river for a mile. Marc managed to get the
fish out in the channel while I worked on keeping the critter off the bottom. Then he changed his mind and headed
upstream. His runs became shorter and shorter. An hour
later, I got him alongside and Marc released him. It was a
solid ten-feet-long and very well fed.
“See ya next year, Fred!” I told him.
Then I hooked a submarine. It was so big that I had no
influence on it whatsoever. It didn’t slow down, speed up
or change course. It may not have realized it was hooked.
Marc followed it with the boat until the line finally broke
as I tried to force him off the bottom. We decided we had
had enough fun for one day and headed for shore.
In this day and age, many people have adult children
living in their basement or garage. Marc is different in that
he lives in the garage apartment he built while his son lives
in his house with his wife and Marc’s grandson. The
converted two-car garage is just fine for
one individual. When you have
company, you just break out
the giant folding cots. I sleep
outside in the summer night
so I don’t have to listen to
the snoring contest.

L’envoi
The men of Discovery heard voices luring them on
To wild and distant, unknown places.
O’ come ye haggard band of men, explore my deep
recesses,
Find my hidden treasure trove if you think you can.
I’ll wear away your spirit and demean your trite successes,
I never will be won or tamed by just a mortal man.
I’ll drown you in my rivers and bleach your bones along
my shores,
Leave you whining in the dark like the dogs you really
are.
I’ll drive you mad with solitude and cull you by the
scores,
I’ll sear the sight from your eyes with the brightness of a
star.
I will maim and kill you if you give me half a chance,
Never send your second best to try and win my heart.
But if you are sincere and strong I’ll offer you a dance,
Don’t mistake for the End, for I’m a brand new start.
~ Michael J. Barker
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Saturday Morning
By Mary Ellen Wilson

T

hey were already there when I arrived. The four of
them and their dog, looking like they’d been trapped
in a time warp – an outlaw biker family circa 1960. The
woman was slat-thin with long hair of nondescript color.
Her top two front teeth were missing. Was this a sign of
ancient violence or poor oral hygiene? She was wearing
faded jeans and a forest green polo shirt with a thin red
stripe around the collar. Her sunglasses were tucked into
the neck. She had a small radio clipped to her belt and was
wearing earphones. She made careful trips between the
dryer and the sorting table folding clothes with a distracted
air and far-away eyes.
Two of the men were alike in their differences. One
was jean-clad with a red plaid flannel shirt; the other wore
blue running shorts, a grungy looking tank top and an open
short-sleeved cotton shirt. They were both long-haired and
bearded with a reserved wariness in their demeanor. They
sat and talked to each other quietly while they perused an
old newspaper.
The third man seemed to be a trial to his companions.
He was of average height with greasy collar-length hair,
dressed in jeans, blue polo shirt with a white stripe around
the chest, a Dodger cap and Nikes. He could not keep still,
could not stop talking. When I arrived he was in the back
corner talking in a loud voice, “Now just sit down, David!
That’ll be enough of this conversation!”
I eyed him warily while I toted my laundry in and
claimed my washers. While I was loading soiled clothes
into the machines I heard the woman say, “He must be on
a double dose.” One of the bearded men muttered an agreement.
The dog was a beautiful golden mix of retriever and
husky with bright intelligent eyes and a smiling face. She
was tethered to a wire grocery cart in front of the door.
As I was putting quarters and soap in my machines the
man called David came back to his companions complaining bitterly that he did not know how to say something in
Spanish and none of the people he asked could tell him.
The man in the red plaid shirt said scornfully, “Well if this
wasn’t Southern California, you could go to the library and
look it up.”
“There’s a library just down the street. It’s open on
Saturdays.” David was halfway out the door.
“Whoa! Just wait ‘til we’re done here. Go sit down
someplace.”
I listened. I wanted to get involved and learn about them.
But I did not want them to know I was watching and listening. They seemed a little untamed. I started all my machines, stacked my baskets and went to Circle K for my
laundry treat: A Big Gulp Diet Coke and a Big Grab of
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plain Ruffles. I sat on top of one of my washers with my
treat and read. I still watched and listened. These people
were so alien to me. I wanted to know more about them.
The man David was never still... never quiet. I decided
he must be an ex-druggie... a hippie with one too many
bad trips in his past. Now he was a trifle psychotic and
had to be maintained on mood-altering drugs. His friends
mainly ignored him. He was like a little kid begging for
attention. When the woman stopped folding clothes and
sat down and began to read, David said, “Look at her!
Reading again. Just like a woman. She has to read to know
she’s alive.”
They just ignored him. He went out and petted the
dog. He brushed her hair backwards and took a wet paper
towel and washed her face. She put up with all the attention patiently. He brought her a drink of water in a
Styrofoam cup. She lay down under the grocery cart.
There he was, standing next to me where I was sitting
reading on a sorting table. “Ma’am, do you have seventyfive cents my friends could have to finish drying their
clothes?” I had some extra quarters so I gave them to him.
I don’t know if he really used them for the dryers. I didn’t
really care.
He came back toward me and said, “Thank you,
Ma’am, for lending us the money.”
“You’re welcome, David.”
Astonished! “How do you know my name?” (Just like
a little kid.)
“I heard your friends call you.”
“Oh, my friends. That’s Pat and next to him is Bev.
They’re gonna get married, maybe. That’s Don. He’s gonna
be the best man. An I’m.... well, I’m gonna tell people
where to go.”
“Oh, you’re going to usher.”
“Yeah, usher. That’s right... and that’s D.C.” Then, at
full volume, “Hey, Pat, why’d you name the dog D.C.?”
Pat looked at David standing next to the table I was
sitting on. His gaze shifted to me. I smiled. His eyes remained blank and he returned to his newspaper.
David said brightly to me, “Hey why don’t you and
me get married?”
I laughed and told him that I’d been married, thank
you, and I don’t plan to do it again. He went on and on
about how he just met me and I broke his heart. He finally
wandered off, roaming around peering into washers and
dryers. Bev was folding brightly colored children’s clothing, packing everything into the grocery cart. They were
leaving.
I stood, folding my clean laundry, watching them walk
off down the sidewalk and turn the corner. I wanted to run
to the corner and watch to see where they went, but I stayed
calmly matching and rolling brightly colored socks.

Empathy
When day is night
and night is day
Orange balls
fall
Unexpectedly
from a cherry-flavored sky
To
a
depth
Silver-bottom fish
never fathom.
When you are me
and I am you
A beetroot blush
of
u-n-d-e-r-s-t-a-n-d-i-n-g
Crosses our Siamese faces
Unmistakably
joining cell to smile
through layers
of watertight
arguments.
~ Demetri Liontos

Soon
This is a tough one
How do you write
a poem called soon?
Such a nebulous word,
What does it mean?
Does it mean any minute?
Or in the same day?
Does anyone have
a concept of the
time that soon takes?
I would think that
soon means almost
no time at all.
And so, I will
finish this poem
soon, like now!
~ Dolly Ruth Smith
Last year, when I was waiting for back surgery, I kept agitating and
asking my friend, “When? When?” She kept saying, “Soon.” I said,
“Soon? What does that mean?” She said, “I don’t know; write a poem
about it.” She knew how to challenge me.

When You Give a Flower
When you give a flower,
It may not seem so rare;
But it gently warms the heart
Of both who take a part,
A beautiful, silent gift of care.
When you give a flower,
It is much, much more than blossoms
A smile begins to bloom;
Lightness fills the room;
That feeling is unbelievably awesome.
When you give a flower,
It’s as if two hearts entwine;
Interlocked in thoughtfulness,
Sprinkled in petals of kindness;
Wrapped in softness and beauty on
A glistening flowery vine!
When you give a flower,
Whether bouquets or a single rose,
Eyes begin to softly align;
It is a miraculous moment that
Magically glows.
So, give someone a flower;
It’s a gift within a gift.
The surprise upon her face
Nothing can take the place
Of the unknown heights that love
can lift.
~ Debra Heisler Clark

Steps
Forward I move
Step by Step
At a pace
Slower than a Sloth
Destination unknown
The past a fog
At times I pause
Waiting for direction
For so long
My path grows Moss
Yet forward I move
Step by Step
~ Herbie
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Getting to Know My Neighbors - Jerry Boyd
By Judy Hays-Eberts
(Written for publication in the Philomath Bulletin, May 12, 2010)

I

surrender to this endeavor. While I have a list of those
I’ve planned to interview, the process seems to have taken
on a life of its own. This is an example. I was visiting with
my neighbor Frank and he showed a poem to me that meant
a lot to him. He thought I should talk to the person who
wrote it, so he soon introduced us. Now, Jerry Boyd has
changed my life with what he shared through words.
Jerry Boyd has written many poems in recent years,
though he never before thought of himself as a poet. The
poems have been a tool for healing a sort of unseen cancer
– the inner wounds of war. The load that soldiers carry is
heavy; they cannot simply walk away from it. They carry
that load for all; otherwise, the cost of war would not come
home to us. Jerry’s poems bring the immediacy of this issue
to light and encourage others to not give up.
I’ve met someone recently
Whom I thought was lost
He was only hiding
Still paying the cost…
Hopefully the one I met
Will soon begin to see
That life is getting past
All the things that make me

I met Jerry at the Java Connection in Philomath, after
being introduced over the phone. He spoke some about his
own history and generously allowed me to read much of
what he had written.
“Why did you start writing?” I asked. Jerry explained
that when the Iraq war started, he saw it was like Vietnam;
he started feeling symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. He’d had them all the time, he just didn’t know what
they were. Because PTSD was in the news and people
pointed it out, Jerry realized “That’s what’s coming out of
me!” He was depressed about it, and started writing as a
release.
After joining the Marine Corps in 1963, Jerry Ross Boyd
arrived at Lima Company’s 3rd Battalion, 7th Marines outside Chu Lai, South Vietnam, on March 13, 1966. He earned
the rank of Sgt. E-5 while there, and came back on April 18,
1967. All of his siblings served in the armed forces; two of
the three were in Vietnam, as well. For about 40 years, Jerry
didn’t talk about what happened. He didn’t tell his coworkers that he was in Vietnam. “You just shove it back,” said
Jerry.
In a place where 22 is old
And your Sgt. is a God
It’s no wonder why people die
When these soldiers get the nod…
In 1967, there was no debriefing when Jerry returned
home. He got into lots of trouble when he first got back,
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and it was not taken into account that he was a changed
person. “I didn’t care if I lived or died. It destroyed my innocence. Before, I was very conscientious... when back, I
was fighting all the time. You just don’t care... Nobody’s
taught you how to deal with it.” He felt something uncontrollable; he wasn’t comfortable around people. He was on
edge all the time at first. He had dreams about hunting, with
disturbing twists.
…It starts in their eyes
With that faraway stare
And ends up forever
Not seeming to care
The real fight is inside
Where the demons cling close
Can’t allow them to loosen
Springing forth like a ghost
“Lots of people experienced the same things,” says Jerry.
“I wouldn’t give anything for it; have learned a lot…a lot of
growth.” However, “the worst thing is the realization that
you do have PTSD,” he admitted. “It made me feel like I
was very fragile…like sitting on a fence; so easy to go the
wrong direction, to fall into an abyss. I always thought I
was a strong person. You never think about losing your mind
until you start losing it.”
“I know I am somewhat better in that I can sit down and
talk to you. Went to the VA one time, and I couldn’t talk. I
can control it more now than I could. I would just lose it. I
think that’s why many men don’t talk about it. Most men
don’t like to lose control of their emotions.”
When Jerry made that last statement, I was instantly
reminded of so many other veterans I’d met who very rarely
talked about their service, including my father. I suddenly
saw how my father had suffered in similar ways and remembered how I grew up with the effects of World War II
in our home. I just hadn’t put it together before…
…Is it finally easing?
Can I now start to talk?
Can I now tell my story?
Or like the pitcher, balk
It’s not like it would ease the pain
’Cause the pain will never go away
But if it could just be easier
And not all the Hell to pay
No more silence or swollen throat
Tears welling in the eyes
No more knowing they won’t understand
No more needing to say Goodbyes…

Jerry related some very difficult things to me. One of those
under his command had premonitions about his own death
and that it would happen on his birthday. It was Jerry’s responsibility to send that person out on patrol that day…and
sure enough, it happened as predicted. The soldier just turned
19. Jerry remembers him every day. And that is just one
example.
How long can you stare at a long black bag
Wonder about the contents
Does it really contain a body
Will it ever make any sense…
Jerry’s writing also helped me understand what it was
like to be a short-timer. After being hardened to the sights
and sounds of battle, he felt his own mortality as he got
closer to going home. He had seen men get so close and yet
not make it.
But Jerry did make it home and he persevered through
his troubles. He moved to Alaska, met and married his wife
Debbie, and retired at 52 after working 20 years in Juneau
in wastewater treatment. They traveled when he retired and
searched the Southwest and on up the West Coast for a new
home.
They were actually lost when they found the place of
their dreams. A handwritten sign advertised 3.5 acres for
sale. Jerry and Debbie had a magic feeling that they needed
to live there. They went home and scraped together everything they had, came back and bought their place in Blodgett.
They have lived there since July 1998. They enjoy the sense
of community in Blodgett and Summit. “People make you
feel so comfortable there,” Jerry says. He enjoys being retired and transforming their property into a little park, picking up the guitar and learning a few tunes, melding into the
community and being able to feel a part of it.
“The poetry just needed to come out,” remarked Jerry.
“I don’t want it edited. I had it in my mind that poetry has
rhyme.” In over a year, he hasn’t written anything except
songs. The songs are different and for his own entertainment. “Maybe I’m done; don’t need to write about it anymore,” he speculated. Now he most wants to share with fellow veterans “that there are other people going through the
same thing; to ease what they’re going through. In the last
year or so, I’ve slowly come to the realization that the past
is the past. Use it for what it’s for.” He envisions creating a
booklet of the poetry, with hope it will help others. I think
he should, since it already has…

…So when you see a soldier
Let him know you’ve also been there
Give him a welcome home
Show him you really care.
For if he knows he’s not alone
Then he can share his tale
Not keep it locked inside his heart
To make his life a Hell.

Anna and the Underground Railroad
Chapter One
By Jennifer Chambers
Anna and the Underground Railroad is the second book in
the “Curious Bookshop” series. It takes place shortly after
the events depicted in Anna, and follows her and her friend
Spencer as they try to understand why they were given the
magical book that brought them on time-travel adventures.
They can’t resist the lures of the books on display in The
Curious Bookshop, however… and another adventure
ensues, this time through dangerous, dusty attics and
malevolent muddy huts on the Underground Railroad!
It is scheduled for release in March 2012. For more
information on how to obtain copies of books in this series,
email jenniferbyerschambers@yahoo.com.

A

nna closed her messy locker as best she could, juggling her backpack and trying to cram in stray papers as she did so. “Ouch!” She’d slammed her finger in
the door. The strap of her backpack slipped from her shoulder when she stuck the finger in her mouth. She took it out
quickly, but Spencer did not miss the small gesture.
“I don’t get why everybody does that,” Spencer said,
taking the backpack from her shoulder. He slid it effortlessly over his own. “I mean, it’s not bleeding, right? So
how does that make it feel any better?”
Anna smiled up through her bangs. “I don’t now, but it
just makes it all better, ok?” She pushed her glasses up
higher with the left earpiece and balanced the books for
the next class on her hip. “Thanks for holding my bag,”
she said shyly.
Walking to her next class, he gave her a sideways grin.
“No problem.” They arrived at her biology class in a few
minutes among the bustle of other students. “Hey, are you
still up for the trip to Ashland with me and my parents this
weekend? We can go to the Bookstore, right?”
She stood just outside the doorway and let other kids
flow around her to inside the classroom. “Yeah. Saturday.
What time are your parents going to pick me up?” They
fixed up the time and arranged for Spencer to meet her
after class.
Anna went to Biology feeling invincible. She had gone
from being a person with few friends to being super-tight
with one of the most interesting people in the whole school.
How lucky was she? And now she was going to spend
Saturday with him and his parents in Ashland. They could
talk to that weird lady. She hadn’t decided whether she
was mad or just a little freaked out about the whole thing.
Thank goodness she’d had Spencer to go through the timetravel adventure with her. I wonder if the bookstore lady is
really the key, she scrawled on a piece of notebook paper
at the back of her binder. They’d find out on Saturday.
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On Saturday, the trip down to Ashland, about
two hours’ south from where they lived in the town
of Roseburg, went quietly in Spencer’s parents’
SUV. His mom and dad were listening to a show
on National Public Radio so that gave the kids
some space to talk in the back. Anna was amazed
at the things she and Spencer talked about that
they had in common – school stuff, his art, downhill skiing.
“So you’re really trying to get on the Junior
Olympic team?” He sounded impressed. “In slalom? That always looks so hard when I see it on
TV.”
Anna blushed and turned to look out the window. “I don’t usually talk about it at school. I don’t
do any, like, team sports or anything – like you
and football. I spend a lot of time by myself on
the slopes.”
Spencer pushed a few buttons on his iPad. “It
says here that you have a good chance to make it
on the team.”
“I don’t know. I had an injury about six
months ago. It slowed me down some. We’ll see.”
He slid the iPad into its leather case. “Dude. You might
go to the Olympics? And you’re so calm about it?”
“I spend a lot of time by myself, like I said. That’s
why I read so much. I guess it makes me pretty calm because there’s only so much I can control. I practice a lot,
do a lot of time at the gym, so I listen to books on my iPod
or read on the treadmill.” Shaking her head to toss her
bangs aside, she finally turned around. “The one thing I
learned in my workouts is that nothing comes easy. You
never know what can happen.” She allowed herself a smile
and a spark in her eye showed the fire behind her words.
“But I work pretty hard to make sure I’m gonna get there.”
“Come on; let’s look you up on the internet. I bet there
are your times and stuff.” He started to get the iPad out
again, but Anna put a hand on the case to stop him.
“Naah. Let’s look up that bookstore instead.” Her hand
went to the book they’d used to time-travel on the last
adventure. It sat between them on the middle seat, innocuous enough with a worn brown binding. She and Spencer
were going back to The Curious Bookshop to see if the
old lady who ran it was the mastermind behind their trip.
It didn’t take much longer to get to Ashland. After a
big meal at Munchie’s, a 24-hour breakfast restaurant,
Spencer’s parents set the kids loose for a few hours on
their own. They were going to a short play at the Ashland
Shakespearean Festival and so the kids were off, armed
with their cell phones to grill the lady who owned the bookstore to see what she knew.
“I think it’s right about here,” Anna said, excitement
making her walk faster up the hill to where she’d remembered the store. “Yeah, right in the alley next to the Var26
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sity Movie Theater.”
They walked to the shop a little slower now that they
had gotten so near. “Wait a minute.” Spencer stopped right
outside the sign, which as Anna had remembered, spelled
out only “Books.”
“We didn’t really talk about what to do once we got
there.”
Anna frowned. “You’re right.” She thought for a second, chewing her lip. “Okay, let’s just go in and browse,
like we’re regular customers.”
They went inside, drifting through the stacks. As if by
unspoken agreement, he took one side and she took another, until they met in a center aisle filled with history
books. “Whoa! Check this out,” Spencer took Anna’s hand
and pressed it to the cover of a black pebbly bound book.
“Doesn’t that feel weird?”
“Yeah. And the book looks kind of cool.” Despite herself, Anna had to take it off the shelf. “A History of the
Underground Railroad,” she read out loud. “Sounds interesting.”
The book was as big as one of the ones her stepmom
had on the coffee table at home. Only instead of being
about home decorating this one was about courageous
people. “Here, can you help me?”
It was heavy, so he held one side of the book for her.
Anna opened the book, and together they saw lines of spidery writing. It wasn’t a commercial book. What they were
holding was a collection of actual letters. “Wow,” she
breathed.
“Not so fast.” Spence shut the volume fast. “We need
to talk to Kat, or whatever her name is.”

Cookin’ With Jen

I

talk often in this column about the importance of keeping heritage recipes alive. Whether you do it by writing
down your important family heirloom foods or by collecting old cookbooks, you can be part of keeping traditions
alive. I was lucky enough to come into some new ‘adopted
traditions’ when a dear friend gave me some books that had
been her mother’s.
The first was The Jewish Manual, a reproduction of the
first Jewish cookbook in English published in 1846. Among
recipes common to that era, such as preparations for various varieties of mutton, there are sections on “Effect of Diet
on Complexion” and “The Toilette.”
Here is one for soup that leaves a great deal up to the
cook’s imagination:

Vermicelli Soup
Make a fine strong stock from the shin of beef, or
any other part preferred, and add, a short time before serving, a handful of vermicelli, which should
be broken, or that it may be in pieces of convenient
length, the stock should be more or less flavored
with vegetables and herbs, according to taste.

One especially interesting chapter is called “Influence
of the Mind as Regards Beauty.” The thesis of this section
goes “It is the habitual frame of mind, the hourly range of thought
which render the countenance pleasing or repulsive; we
should not forget that ‘the face is the index of the mind.’”
That’s a lot of pressure on the women of 1846! This is interesting to me in how family or society pass down social rules
in things like these cookbooks. They weren’t just a manual
on food, but on life.

The World’s Greatest Fruitcake
Preheat oven to 300 degrees
2 c. candied fruit of your choice
1 ½ c. chopped nuts of choice
4 c. flour
2 t. baking powder
1 ½ t. salt
1 c. butter
1 c. firmly packed brown sugar
½ c. sugar
4 eggs
1 t. vanilla
½ c. brandy, sherry, or orange juice
1. Line a 9” spring-form pan with parchment
paper; grease paper.
2. Combine candied fruit and nuts in large bowl.
Sift flour, soda, and salt over fruit mixture, toss
lightly.
3. Cream butter with sugars until fluffy; beat in
eggs, 1 at a time. Blend in spirits or juice and
vanilla, then fold into fruit. Spoon evenly into
prepared pan.
4. Bake 3 hours. Let cool in pan on wire rack;
loosen edge with knife; turn onto rack and
peel off paper.
5. Wrap with cheesecloth and sprinkle with
brandy or sherry. Place in plastic bag and seal.
May let ripen if desired up to 4 weeks. Serve
with hard sauce or:
6. Brandy Glaze- Combine 1/3 c. light corn
syrup and 3 T. fruit flavored brandy in a metal
cup; heat slowly until warm and spoon over
cake just before serving.

Another book I was given is a Family Circle Pies and Cakes
Cookbook Family from 1972. I was excited, as I’ve wanted to
tackle the great and mysterious fruitcake for some time,
but needed an easy recipe. This one says you don’t need to
wait the traditional six weeks before your holiday, but can
make it up to the day before!
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Una 8th, of the year 3011
The whole planet has been given special protection,
but it hasn’t been working so far. The spell isn’t strong
enough to protect us but at least its something to hold Zunis off. But life goes on, I have two days of every month
off which I spend re-building space shuttles. Today I decided to clean up one that had more blood then equipment
in there (the space shuttle was from a battle). It took me
four hours to clean up it!

The following pieces, “The Year 3011” and “Polka Dot,”
were written by students at Veneta Elementary School
as part of a special writing class taught by Emily
Swenson last spring..

The Year 3011
By Reanna Hensley

N

anay 4th of the year 3011
My name is Emris and I’m from planet Imagia. Life is
not going well. It seems like the population of Imagia is
shrinking every day. The dark spirit Azunig has taken over
Zunis as their spies and have ordered them to poison our
planets food supply. Our people are suffering from the
poison and dying. We have not figured out a spell yet to
help the sick. My brother has been working on a spell to
cure the effects of the poison. He calls it the Ranaat spell.
The spell calls for a special flower that only Earth provided.

Nanay 23rd, of the year 3011
The spies of Zunis discovered our plan for our spell
cure. Imagia has just found out that the dark spirit Azunig
shot such a spell on the planet Earth that it vanished to an
unknown solar system. Now we have no one to trust except for ourselves. Earth was our only ally. They fought
against the dark spirit Azunig on the planet Zunis with us.
The spies of Zunis have been attacking every day now that
the dark spirit Azunig has taken over.
La’at 18th, of the year 3011
I know only one living relative now, my brother, Azata;
since my sister Jaset was killed in training, performing a
curse. We’re both in the Galactic Army, fighting with only
wands and the spells we can think of that will keep the
dark magic off. The army of Imagia has only thought of
one curse that will kill and that is the Anoshe Crave. The
curse has the ability to sting every cell in your body. The
sting is so powerful that it kills. We’ve been practicing
this curse for two months and we’re ready to take it to the
enemy.
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Banta 9th, of the year 3011
I have been learning how to control a space shuttle for
days now. We are going to attack planet Zunis. We have
discovered one more curse called the “Stunning Curse”
that can stun you up to 100 hours.
Banta 11th, of the year 3011
When the world will end,
All will be lost,
The people who are bad,
Will pay the cost
When the world will end,
All life will start again,
From a speck of dust,
To a space shuttle with rust,
When the world will end,
I will say this poem.
Farla 12th, of the year 3011
We are ready to attack today and we pretty much have
the whole planet fighting. We’re halfway to planet Zunis
and our luck is high. We had a ceremony today praying for
Hynin (our one and only God) and if she hears us we will
come back alive.
Farla 13th, of the year 3011
We’ve finally reached Zunis and it seems our plan is
working well. I am shooting spells from the shuttle as a
threat. I am worried about my brother. The last time I saw
him he was trembling to get his wand out. I just saw a
Zunis warrior shoot a powerful curse that can kill up to
twenty people. I already see at least a dozen dead, including my brother. I felt tears streaming down my eyes as I
ducked the space shuttle from a curse.
I have just received a call saying we won our battle. I
want to be glad but I’m angry instead. The whole idea about
losing my brother was frightful. I was angry that no one
cared about the death of him.
Farla 16th , of the year 3011
Today we reached Imagia to a week’s celebration in
honor of our victory. More than half our soldiers lived but
some were unlucky. We’re having a feast right now celebrating the luck we had today. We have destroyed planet
Zunis for good. One planet down, many to go.

Polka Dot
By Reese Erhardt

M

y name is Bell, and I have a new cat. My cat’s name
is Polka Dot. Polka Dot is not a very nice cat. She
gets me into a lot of trouble. I thought she would be a nice
cat because she looked cute, playful and had polka dots.
Last Wednesday, Polka Dot messed up my room right after Mom cleaned it up. Mom thought I did it, so now I
have to clean three big rooms. All three rooms have to be
spotless.
My friend Diane came and brought five of her favorite
Barbies. I showed her Polka Dot.
Polka Dot purred and laid on her back like the cutest
cat ever.
Diane got a drink of water while Polka Dot and I waited
for her in my bedroom. Polka Dot ate Diane’s Barbies’
hair. When Diane came back, I hid her Barbies quickly.
“Where are my favorite Barbies, Sara, May, Emma,
Amy and Daisy?” she wondered. Diane looked under my
bed. She found them with weird hair. “Who did this?”
Polka Dot looked at her really cutely, like he would
never do it to anyone. Diane knew it had to be me.
She left and I couldn’t play Barbies. Diane became
Alexis’ best friend.
I was about to attack Polka Dot, but Polka Dot went
into the living room. I jumped on Polka Dot.
Mom locked me in my bedroom because she didn’t
like me jumping on my cat. It was pretty boring. No toys
were in my bedroom. We had just moved to a new house.
All I had was a desk, homework, a new dresser and my
bunk bed. The only fun thing was the slide on my bunk
bed. Good thing I kept coloring books and blank paper. I
used my homework pen to draw on blank paper. What
should I draw? How about a trap to catch Polka Dot and
let the vet take care of her. She could tell me what to do?
I set up my trap to catch Polka Dot. I cracked open my
door and put a cage over the top of the door with a rope
around the bars. Polka Dot’s favorite food is lollypops. I
set a star one, a green one, and a swirly rainbow one in the
trap.
Polka Dot was coming in my room. She started licking
the lollypops. I pulled the rope. Right when I pulled the
rope, my little sisters ran into my room and swung the cage.
The cage wasn’t even close to the lollypops and she got
away fast.
Polka Dot walked in the living room. Mom made a
snack. It was my favorite, fruit salad. I was disappointed
that it didn’t work. So I didn’t give up, I made a new one.
Avery and Sophie, my little sisters, helped. Avery’s part
was to pull a little toy fake mouse into the bathroom. I hid
in the shower curtains. When Polka Dot got into the bathroom, Sophie shut the door. I came out of the curtains and
trapped her inside. “Yes!” I yelled.
We tried to put Polka Dot in her cage, but she escaped.
“Time for a new plan,” I said. The plan had a lot of people

in it. I needed two more kids. “Mom, can we go outside?”
Mom answered, “Yes.”
Quickly, I put on my roller skates. Dad reminded me
to put on my pink, hard helmet so that I wouldn’t get hurt
roller skating. I went to two houses and got Megan and
Lilly. My sisters and I showed them how it works and what
we needed them to do. I said, “Lilly, you try to get Polka
Dot in my bedroom. I will be under my bed to grab Polka
Dot. Make sure she walks past my bed so I can grab her
legs. While I’m holding her, you put a hat over her face,
Megan.”
Sophie started speaking. “Big Sis, you let go of her
legs. Avery will open her cage and put her favorite lollypops in. She will sniff the lollypops and go towards them.
Then Avery should close the cage and Polka Dot will be
trapped. I’ll watch to see if you do it correctly.”
Everyone agreed it was a good plan and everyone had
equal things to do. I read the plan aloud once more so that
everyone would remember the plan, including me. We had
a couple of practice ones. I knew it was going to work out
perfectly.
I whispered, “Go.”
Lilly said, “Here, kitty kitty.” Polka Dot followed Lilly
into my bedroom. She even made sure Polka Dot went
past my bed.
I caught her legs. It was really easy because Polka Dot
walked slow. Megan picked a big tight hat and covered
her face. It worked better than I thought it would. Avery
opened the cage with lollypops. Polka Dot sniffed all the
way to the cage. The cage quickly got shut. Done!
We celebrated by eating smoothies while having a picnic at the park. Megan and I talked to each other. I said, “I
wonder if Polka Dot is alright? Poor her, I forgot to take
off her hat. She might tear it. Mom will be mad. That’s her
favorite one.
Megan started talking. “I’m sorry. I didn’t know that
was your mom’s favorite one on her.”
I said, “We need to get home quick and now. Pack up
everyone, it’s time to go.”
When I get home, Polka Dot was still in the cage. I’m
glad that she didn’t escape from her grey cage. My friend
Mary is a vet. “I bet I can let her see if something is wrong,”
I thought. I rode my bike to her house. I put Polka Dot in
my basket. On the way there I dropped off flowers at my
friend’s house. Quickly I got on my bike and pedaled to
Mary’s house. I hopped off my bike and brought Polka
Dot’s cage. Ding dong. I rang the doorbell.
Mary’s mom came to the door. “Can I help you, Miss?”
Mary’s mom asked.
I said, “Let me see Mary, please.” I walked in Mary’s
lab with Polka Dot.
“Hi, Bell,” said Mary. “What can I do?” she asked.
“Please see if there is anything wrong with her.”
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“Well, it looks like your cat was raised in outer space,”
she told me.
“How do you know?” I wondered.
“It tells me on my computer. My computer tells me
everything. It says some aliens stole her from a pet store
called The Pet Palace, where she lived with her nice family. The aliens raised her and taught her how to be mean to
others. They put her back in the pet store. When someone
buys her, she will ruin that person’s life,” said Mary.
“You’ve got two choices, Bell. You can let her go back
with the mean aliens or you can let her eat something in
her cat food that makes her freeze so we can take her back
to the pet store to be with her family.”
I spoke. “I want her to be happy, even though she was
mean. That wasn’t her fault at all because aliens took her
and made her mean. I want her to live with her family
because she would love her parents and probably listen to
them. They would teach her to be nice again. Well, how do
we put something in her cat food? She never lets anyone
touch her food.”
Mary said, “We can use my helicopter to fly above her
and pour the brown liquid into the cat bowl.”
I thought, “That will work.”
Mary found the brown stuff. I got the remote to the
helicopter and steered it above the cat bowl. The brown
stuff was duct-taped to the helicopter. It was brown so that
it would be camouflaged with her food. I pushed the upside down button. The brown stuff fell to the floor. It didn’t
work.
But Polka Dot thought it was really cool. She was interested in the brown stuff. She licked it and froze. We
cheered! All the neighbors heard was, “Hooray!” We just
needed to put her in the pet store with her parents. Mary
and I got back to work. But we needed a break really bad.
We ate strawberries and a ham sandwich. It was a really
good snack.
It was time to get to work. Since Polka Dot was almost
finished, Mary wanted to do something else. We were going to work on a rocket but then we heard her mom’s noisy
radio say, “This is Pet Palace and we are missing a cute cat
named Polka Dot. If you return her you will get one million dollars. Someone is going to buy a pet for twice as
much as we would give you. He saw Polka Dot’s family.
Now he thinks their kid would be a lot cuter if they had a
cat like Polka Dot.”
Mary said, “We have to get Polka Dot back to Pet Palace! We could do so many things if we did. No more rocket
time for now.” Mary’s mom said that we could take a bike
ride because we’re old enough. We packed up Polka Dot
and left. It was time to leave. The map Mary found in her
basket told us where to go. Mary’s a good bike rider. She
knows how to look at the map and ride a bike.
When we were there, we ran in the pet store really
excitedly. A guy that looked like he worked there was standing next to a man. He must have been the one we were to
give Polka Dot to. We gave Polka Dot to the guy that
worked there. His name was Ted. Ted gave Polka Dot to
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the guy named Tom. He told Ted that he needed a hundred
more dollars. He said that he would give the money next
week. We rode home really disappointed that we couldn’t
split up the money and have fun. I said goodbye to Mary
and rode home.
On Monday I wrote a list of what I wanted to do with
the money. Then the days passed by. Next Monday, I rode
on my bicycle to Mary’s house. But on the way there was
an old lady who was blind. She needed help crossing the
road because she was blind. The lady needed help with 50
roads! Mary lives in Veneta. But the lady took me all the
way to Springfield. On a bike it would take a long time,
but going the speed of a really old lady will make it 10
times slower. I was done with her at 5:00. But I got to
Mary’s house at 7:00. At 7:00 it’s time for getting ready
for bed and the next day. My mom called me. “Honey, it’s
time to come home.” I was so mad that I worked so hard
for nothing. I drove home tiredly.
At school the next day, I couldn’t calm down. My
teacher told me to go home because I was too mad about
my bad day. At 10:00, my mom picked me up from school.
When we got home, I went straight to Mary’s house.
Then we went straight to the pet store. We gave the
worker Polka Dot. We got the money that we earned. I
asked if Tom could buy Polka Dot’s family, too, so that
they could retrain her. I said, “If you do buy Polka Dot,
we’ll give you half of the money we got.” He thought it
was a deal he could agree to. Then we were done reuniting
her with her family.
We split up the money and bought fun toys like doll
houses and new bikes. We also went on vacations with our
families.

Winter Wind
Breezes here and breezes there
Spreading wonder everywhere
Sending joy and sending fun
To each and everyone.
Spreading love and spreading cheer
Having your mother say, “I love you, Dear”
Not knowing who you are
Just makes your dreams go so much more far
Winter Wind is not so bad
Winter Wind cannot make you sad
~ Izebelle White, age 9,Lorane, Oregon
Twin Oaks Elementary School

~ Nick DeAngelo
Art evokes the mystery without which the world would not
exist. ~ Rene Magritte
A wonderful fact to reflect upon, that every human creature is
constituted to be that profound secret and mystery to every
other. ~ Charles Dickens

A tree is an incomprehensible mystery. ~ Jim Woodring

A religion without mystery must be a religion without God. ~
Jeremy Taylor

Don’t you see what’s at stake here? The ultimate aim of all science
to penetrate the unknown. Do you realize we know less about
the earth we live on than about the stars and the galaxies of
outer space? The greatest mystery is right here, right under our
feet. ~ Walter Reisch

As I make my slow pilgrimage through the world, a certain sense
of beautiful mystery seems to gather and grow. ~ A.C. Benson

Emancipation of women has made them lose their mystery.
~ Grace Kelly
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Community News

T

he Fern Ridge Library has wonderful new programs
scheduled for this year. You can always check their
website at http://www.fernridgelibrary.org for the latest
updates. My family was able to attend a wonderful program there recently when the Poodle Creek Pickers played
a free concert, so check in often because you will be surprised by the breadth of the programs they offer. The Library has a new service available, as well, where you can
download books onto your e-reader. I was even able to
check out an e-reader for a “test drive” there.

T

he Valley United Methodist Church hosts a free community meal each Sunday in Veneta at 25133 E. Broadway, near the Community Pool. This is a meal provided
for “all who are hungry for food, companionship or community.” Meals start at 5:00 p.m. but they always need
volunteers, so contact the church if you’d like to help. Another way that the church provides for others is by selling
Christian Care Packs available at the church. These small
packs are filled with small food items to keep in our cars
and give to others as we see fit.

T

he Tony Garcia Service Center in Veneta is the site of
the Food Pantry for our area. As a “Food For Lane
County” site, Emergency Food Pantry Food boxes are provided to low income families and individuals. If you need
this type of assistance, call the Service Center at 541-9352262. A box contains 3-5 days of fresh and shelf-stable
food.
Plus, if you are a senior, the Café 60 program through
Food For Lane County provides hot meals several times
weekly at local sites. Meals are provided at no cost although a $3.00 donation is appreciated. Meals are available at The Tony Garcia Service Center in Veneta, the Viking Sal Senior Center in Junction City, Riverview Terrace in Cottage Grove, the Creswell Villa in Creswell and
several sites in Eugene. Many seniors benefit from the companionship and the sites are a great place to have a balanced, tasty meal. Contact Food For Lane County at 541343-2822 for more information.

T

he Rural Arts Center in Lorane will have a few more
Movie Nights before the season is up. January 14 is a
Family Night, featuring a smorgasbord of short films, including a Buster Keaton long-lost short and some 1970s
Pink Panther cartoons.
On February 11 they will show Like Water For Chocolate, rated R and March 10 will be Big Night, also rated R.
Check their website at http://www.ruralartcenter.org for
more details.

T

he new year brings new opportunities for locals to serve
their libraries. The Lane Library League (http://
www.lanelibrary.org) aims to “improve and expand library
service in Lane County, Oregon.” They are, in other words,
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The 1958 Lorane High School Basketball Championship Team.
(back l-r) Russ Mitchell, Floyd Paseman, Coach Bob Freirich, Bob
Drullinger, Floyd Diess, Jerry Holland; (front l-r) Lloyd Paseman,
Floyd Black, Dave Foster, Bob Migas and Ernie Hayes. During the
regular season and tournament play, each five of the starters
scored more than 100 points: Bob Drullinger, 277; Floyd Paseman,
229; Russ Mitchell, 220; Jerry Holland, 192; and Floyd Diess, 109.
It was the last team that Lorane fielded before consolidating
with Crow for the 1958-1959 school year. (From Sawdust & Cider
to Wine, 2006)

advocates for more access to libraries for more people in
our county. The annual meeting (to which the public is
welcome) will be 5:30-6:30 on January 31. To get the location email the list-serve on the website and support reading for everyone!

S

ignups just happened for Territorial Sports Programs’
Basketball season. If you want to be involved, their
website is http://www.territorialsportsprogram.com. The
organization serves all kids in the greater Fern Ridge District area, Triangle Lake, and Crow. They can always use
volunteers.

E

xciting news for all gardeners out there: the new
Territoral Seed Catalog is out. To receive a catalog,
see the company’s website, go the the store location in
Cottage Grove, or pick one up at Down to Earth in Eugene. Start planning that garden now- Territorial has a helpful virtual planner on their website, you’ll find.

STORM

If you like what you read, pass it on

